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1IrHE simple  cross  consisting of a verticaI  staff  intersected by a horizontaI 
one is the  oldest  symbol  in  which  man  expresses  his  knowledge of a 

divine  principle of nature.  The first  great  natural  law  discovered  by  man 
was  the law of duality,  that  is,  that  all  living  things  were  in  pairs  or  even- 
tually  divided  into  phases  or  aspects of the  same  thing.  Closer  observation 
determined  that  the  unity  of  these  phases of phenomena  produced  a  third 
or new  entity.  The  mind  soon  concluded  the  divine  formula  as 1 plus 1 
equals  not  just two, but  three, for the  two  separate  aspects  in  unity  did 
not  lose  their  identity  and  become  one,  but  in  reality  produced  a  third  in 
which  were  incorporated  their  characteristics.  The  cross  became.  then,  the 
symbol of this  formuIa. Each of its  bars  represented  a  different  polarity of 
this  universal  duality,  and  the  place of their  unity,  where  the  manifestation 
occurred,  was  usually  indicated  by  a  beautiful gem or,  later, a red  rose. 
To  wear  such  a  significant  symbol  today  is  not  only  indicative of Rosi- 
crucian  membership,  but  reveals  the  wearer’s  appreciation of this  inspiring 
mystical  law. 

W e  have  designed a graceful, very small Rosy Cross emblem of lo-karat 
gold  surmounted  with  a  synthetic  ruby  which  will  be  the  pride of every 
wearer.  It  is  less  than  an  inch in length,  therefore  not  conspicuous.  Many 
will  admire  this  beautiful  piece of jeweIry.  Every  member  shouId  be  a 
proud  possessor of this  emblem.  Order  yours  from: 

OSICRUCHAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. S .  A. 

(Each  month  this  page is  devoted  to  the  exhibition of student  supplies.) 



DISTINGUISHED CURATOR VISITS MUSEUM 
Bernard V. Bother ,  right, Associate  Curator of the Department of Ancient Art, Brooklyn  Museum, is seen 

in discussion with James  French,  Curator of the Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum  before  one of the valuable  ex- 
hibits in the Museum. Dr. Bother ,  authority on  Egyptian  antiquities, while  lecturing in San Jose, visited the 
Rosicrucian  Museum  and  commented on its splendid  Egyptian  collection. 

(Photo by AMORC) 



The Mechanism of Mind 

WHY YOU ARE AS YOU ARE- 

D ID you ever stop to think why you do 
the things you do? Have you often - 

when  alone-censured  yourself  for  impulsive 
urges,  for things said or done that did not 
truly represent your real thoughts,  and 
which  placed  you at a disadvantage? Most 
persons are creatures of sensation-they 
react to instinctive, impelling  influences  which 
surge up within them  and which they do not 
understand-or know  how to control. Just 
as simple  living things  involuntarily with- 
draw from irritations, so likewise thousands 
of  men and women are content to be moti- 
vated  by their undirected thoughts which 
haphazardly rise up in their consciousness. 
Today  you  must sell yourself  to others- 
bring forth your best  abilities,  manifest your 

personality, if you wish to hold a position, 
make  friends, or impress others with your 
capabilities.  You must  learn how to draw 
upon your latent  talents  and powers, not be 
bent like a reed  in the wind. There  are simple, 
natural laws and principles  which-if  you un- 
derstand them-make  all this possible. 
For  centuries the Rosicrucians  (not  a  religious  organiza- 
tion), a  worldwide  movement  of  men and women de- 
voted to  the  study of  life and its hidden  processes, have 
shown thousands how to probe  these  mysteries of self. 

crucians-today  men and women  in  every walk of life 
Renowned  philosophers and scientists  have been  Rosi- 

owe their confidence and ability to solve  personal prob- 
lems to the Rosicrucian private, sensible method of 
self-development.  Use the coupon  below  for a copy of 
the book, “The  Mastery  of  Life,” which  will be sent 

crucians and what  they  can do for   you.  
to you without obligation, and will tell you of the Rosi- 

Accept This FREE Book 

Please  send me your free  book, “The  Mastery  of  Life,’’ which I 
shall read as directed. This does not obligate me in  any way. 
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T h e  Purpose of the  Rosicrucian  Order 

and women  devoted  to the  investigation,  study,  and  practical  application of natural  and  spiritual 
The  Rosicrucian  Order,  existing  in  all  civilized  lands, is a  nonsectarian  fraternal  body of men 

laws.  The  purpose of the  organization  is  to  enable  all  to  live  in  harmony  with  the  creative,  con- 
structive  Cosmic  forces  for  the  attainment of health,  happiness,  and peace. The  Order  is  inter- 
nationally  known as  "AMORC" (an  abbreviation),  and  the A.M.O.R.C. in  America  and  all  other 
lands  constitutes  the  only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one  body.  The A.M.O.R.C. does 
not  sell its  teachings. It gives  them  freely  to  affiliated  members  together  with  many  other  beneflts. 
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NE but needs  access to an 
extensive research  library 
to find the halo of mys- 
tery  and  the fabulous le- 
gends that  surround  the 
life of Solomon. These 
are not only  the creation 
of the Jews but likewise 
of the Arabs who  were 

followers of Mohammed. They also  ap- 
pear in the religious accounts of the 
neighboring states which were vassals 
of Solomon’s  kingdom. To distinguish 
fact  from  fancy, of course, is nearly  im- 
possible.  Some  accounts,  however, are 
obviously allegorical and can  be dis- 
credited from  a historical point of view. 
Solomon had many critics even amon 
his own people. These critics attribute 8 
many of the evils of the day  to his acts 
and decisions. Similarly,  the citizens of 
our times relate  every economic ad- 
versity to a conceived misjudgment  on 
the  art of their  supreme  governmental 
leairs ,  be they kings or presidents. 

The information  we  are  to  relate is 
twofold: the general1  accepted chron- 
010 ical or historicar facts, and  the 
traiitions  that have r s i s ten t ly  been 
carried down throug  the  centuries. 
These traditions have  become a art of 
the  unwritten Rosicrucian  recor B s and, 
when compared with  history,  have  a 
strong  probability of truth. 

The time of the  birth of Solomon ap- 
pears  to  be  well established as the  year 

The 986 B.C. He was the second son of 
Rosicrucian David and Bath-sheba. Nathan,  the 

prophet, called him Jedidiah, which lit- 
Digest erally means  “Beloved of YHWH,” or of 
August God (Jehovah). It was assumed  by the 
1959 Prophet  Nathan that David had been 
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finally  instructed to call his  son Sol- 
omon-meaning in substance,  “peace- 
ful.”  This  name seems to have  presaged 
the  character of his reign for it was 
one that was  “favorable and peaceful.” 
It appears that Solomon had, as a  outh, 
a close affection for both his Lther, 
David, and for  his mother. The mother, 
Bath-sheba,  was reputed to have been 
an exceptionally  talented  woman, dis- 

aying  unusual judgment. This was a 
eritage that served  Solomon well. 

Solomon  became the  third  king of Israel 
in 971 B.C., upon the  death of David. 
That Solomon  should reign  was his 
father’s wish.  David  counseled his 
son as to  the persona  es he should  con- 
sider his advisers anf  who  should par- 
ticularly serve him. It is apparent, too, 
that David admonished young Solomon 
concerning the political enemies of the 
reign. 

Solomon’s  older brother, Adonijah, 
conspired to become  co-regent with 
him, having  perhaps  the purpose of 
eventually  usurpin  his place. The 
early wisdom of So 7 omon  was  evident 
in his detecting the  strategy of this plot. 
In accordance with  the practice and 
customs of the time, Solomon had 
Adonijah executed as well as  certain 
highly placed co-conspirators, 

Solomon’s inheritance was tremen- 
dous. It consisted of a well-organized 
and prosperous overnment. Solomon 
displayed his amtition  and aggressive- 
ness at  an early age. He immediately 
proceeded to increase his advantages, 
both militaristically and economically 
through wise  statesmanship. His  reli- 
gious spirit was manifest in  that his 
first  principal  undertaking was to go 

E’ 



to Gibeon and to offer thousand 
burnt sacrifices” to YHWH, asking for 
divine assistance. Subsequentl it is 
related he  had a dream in which %DVH 
appeared  to him, askin “What shall 
I give thee?” The  excslence of solo- 
mon’s mind in estimatin  the true value 
of things  is  found in %is re ly.  He 
chose to  have as a gift the wi&m of a 
Judge. 

The numerous wise  decisions of great 
magnitude  made  by Solomon in many 
of his affairs of state would  seem to in- 
dicate that YHWH had  granted him his 
wish. The PO ular account of his de- 
cision as  to w\ich  of two women ap- 
pearing before him was the  real  mother 
of a child each claimed, is an example 
of his  renown for wisdom. His critm, 
however, have  stated that  he showed 
lack of judgment in his  marriages. They 
attribute  to  this cause  some misfortune 
which befell the state. As  was the cus- 
tom,  Solomon  could  choose many wives. 
He chose his brides from  the  royal 

Phoenicians, dttites, ggyptians, and 
families of nei hborin states, as the 

several others. Actually, this, at least 
at first, was good statesmanship. It 
brought these  neighboring states mto a 
domestic and  friendly  relationshi to 
the Kingdom of Solomon. It bounfthe 
respective nations closer together. 

Ob‘ection  was particularly directed 
to So 2. omon’s marriage to  an E T t i a n  

rincess. He erected  a special res1  ence 
for  her  which was lavish. Apparently, 
if we ma believe the critics, she was 
his speciar favorite. It would  seem,  too, 
that Solomon spent  quite some time in 
Egypt  and  during his sojourn there  was 
greatly impressed by  the magnitude 
and s lendor of the Egyptian architec- 
ture. h e r e ,  too, as a royal visitor, he 
made  the  acquaintance of the Kheri 
Hebs,  or  chief priests, who  were  the 
sagacious and learned  element of the 
Egyptian populace. 

The various  wives  brought with 
them  their respective religions; some 
of which  were polytheistic. The wor- 
ship of numerous gods was repulsive, 
however, to the monotheism of Judaism. 
Nevertheless,  Solomon  showed  consid- 
erable ersonal  tolerance and allowed 
his bri&s their religious faiths  notwith- 
standing the heterodoxy.  Possibly this 
tolerance  was misunderstood by Solo- 

mon’s  people. It was  probable that it 
was an act of statesmanship  by  which 
Solomon brought the  royal families of 
his wives into closer relationship  to his 
own kingdom. 

To keep  domestic  peace,  Solomon lav- 
ished luxurious  quarters  upon his wives 
and gave pretentious  court  affairs in his 
palace. The cost of many of these events 
was  tremendous. It resulted in a  severe 
taxation of the people to replenish the 
ro a1 treasury,  and, of course, with re- 
su 9 tant dissatisfaction of the populace. 

The Famoan Temple 

temple to  the sole God, YHWH, WE: 
name  was ineffable. Solomon  desired 
to  carry  out  his father’s wish. To ac- 
com lish  this end,  Solomon  consulted 
an oyd friend of his  father,  Hiram, king 
of Tyre. He finally  entered  into an 
agreement with Hiram  that  the  latter 
should supply cedar from  the famous 
forests of Lebanon  for use in the build- 
ing of the  tem le. To accomplish this, 
it is related, Sobmon  sent 150,000 men 
to Lebanon “to  cut and hew timber.” 
The timber  was floated “on rafts  to 
Joppa  and  thence transported to 
Jerusalem.’’ 

Of articular significance is  the  man- 
ner o!constxuction which is em hasized 
in both the rabbinical and  Arafian rec- 
ords. The huge stones used in the  build- 
ing of the temple  were  prefabricated; 
that is, they were  cut and exactly  fitted 
at the  quarry in advance. Apparently 
each  stone was  numbered so that It 
could be joined on  the site with  other 
stones, also previously cut  with  mathe- 
matical precision. It is  related in an- 
cient archives that  “the stones and 
timber  were put together noiselessly.’’ 
Not even the sound of a hammer  was 
heard. It is said that people were  mys- 
tifed  by  the temple erection. Legend 
further  relates that “large stones were 
seen rising and setting in place of them- 
selves.” 

Actually,  prefabrication of masonry 
in the  quarry was  not  unique to Solo- 
mon’s  temple. The Egyptians  had been 
doing this for  centuries before the time 
of Solomon. The Great  Pyramid of 
Cheops, as  one  exam le, is constructed 
of enormous  stones  w R ich average  some 
two and a  half  tons  each. The huge 

David had  intended  to build  a 
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blocks were fitted together so accurate- 
ly  that  not even the blade of a  knife 
could  be inserted between them! The 
quarry  where these blocks were  hewn 
and prefabricated was discovered by 
modern  E ptologists. There has also 
been founy what  appears  to  be the 
architect’s description of the  manner in 
which the blocks were to be  hewn.  Each 
block  before it  arrived at  the site of the 
building had been predetermined  as  to 
its  exact position in relation  to  other 
stones. That  the E  tians  were profi- 
cient engineers an 53 uilders  is  found 
in the evidence of the work they ac- 
complished. 

Crafts and Symbols 
Though Solomon  engaged  Phoenician 

craftsmen to make  the  ex uisite temple 
furnishings, he also had Qk s illful E ~ y p -  
tians  fabricate the stonework. T h ~ s  is 
uite evident. We must keep in mind 

?hat he  married an Egy  tian princess 
and undoubtedly  during hs sojourn rn 

t had been  shown by  the priest- 
hoo the  manner  and secrets of this 
type of construction. To  the populace 
of Jerusalem who  were, b comparison 
to  the  culture of Egypt, re T atively more 
provincial, this  type of construction was 
fantastic! It suggested  something weird 
and magical. 

An example of the belief that  there 
was  something supernatural in this 
“modern”  construction of Solomon’s 
temple, is another legend that  has 
descended to us. We  are told that in 
certain  quarters it was the general opin- 
ion that Solomon had  “the stones hewed 
by  means of shamir.” The  shamir is “a 
worm whose mere touch cleft rocks.’’ 
According to  Hebraic  literature, the 
shamir was  brought from  Paradise  to 
earth  by  an eagle! All of this  merely 
points up how  confounded the common 
people were  by  this  new and different 
type of construction. 

The skilled workmen, both  Egyptians 
and Phoenicians, had  what we may 
term secret  guilds, or brotherhoods. 
Their  fundamental purpose was  neither 
religious nor esoteric. Rather, they were 
formed to protect the secrets of their 
craft. For example,  workers in metal 
and stone had over the centuries of 
time evolved  techniques for  the  mastery 
of their trade. These were  principally 
handed down from  father  to son. Fur- 
C 286 l 
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ther,  there  were  particular  rites in- 
volved with  the  impartin of the  “trade 
secrets.’’  Obligations h a t  to be taken 
wherein one  promised not  to divulge 
in  any  manner  what  he  had learned 
in his apprenticeship, and  it was, in 
fact,  a  kmd of initiation. 

Each  craft  had  its  trade symbol and 
these  old  symbols are still  extant. 
Further,  there  were  other symbols 
which depicted the responsibility of the 
craftsman  to society as  a whole. These 
were exhibited and expounded upon 
during  the secret initiation or rites. 
Some of the symbols were etched or 
inscribed upon  the building materials 
used by  the initiated  craftsmen. +ny 
erson falsely  using such  symbols might 

rose his life; in fact, during  the  inlti- 
ation the penalties to be exacted for  a 
violation of the  craft secrets were  dram- 
atized to  impress secrecy  upon the craft 
initiate. It was  customary in E 
and Phoenicia that  the craftsmen w s ;  
ing u on a  large project would meet 
perio&ally in its shadows. At these 
conventicles the secrets would be di- 
vulged to  the  new candidates. The same 
practice  was  carried on centuries  later 
in  the guilds of Rome in the  Middle 
Ages. 

Seven years  were re uired  to com- 
plete the great  temple o P Solomon, but 
thirteen years were necessary for  the 
final construction of the king’s alacel 
Solomon, to his further credit, fecided 
to improve the architectural  appearance 
of the whole city. To do all these 
thin s, great sums of gold and precious 
meta 7 s were needed. Taxes  alone  were 
not sufficient. Solomon  revealed him- 
self during  this crisis as  a  shrewd busi- 
nessman. He “bought from  the Eg 
tians horses and chariots which he  ST^ 
to the Hittites” and to other peoples at 
apparently  a  substantial profit. 

His next economic p j e c t  was to 
organize a commercial eet in  con~unc- 
tion with  the Phoenicians who  were 
most proficient traders  and seamen. 
Each  three  years  a  large  fleet would 
depart  for  the coast of the  Arabian 
Peninsula.  From  there it would return 
with a fabulous amount of gold and 
rare tropical  plants and herbs. Legend 
relates that Solomon had gold mines 
in Arabia, now popularly  known  as 
“King  Solomon’s  Mines.” In relatively 



modern times numerous ex editions 
have put  forth  on hazardous  a d! ventures 
to try to locate these  mines.  Some per- 
sons have even related that  they discov- 
ered  them  only  to  fail a ain to relocate 
them. However, the go B d and  the sale 
of the tropical rare herbs  collected 
added revenue ‘Yo increase the pa of 
his  capital  city” and to maintain &lo- 
mon’s  palace and  military organizations. 

Culture Emphasls 
Solomon’s activities were in  no wise 

limited  to the construction of huge 
edifices or the enlargement of his po- 
litical domain. He had, it is recorded, 
an excellent knowled e of botany. H i s  
knowledge of trees, fruit, and of the 
life of bees  was  renowned. He was also 
a genius in the composition of proverbs 
and son s. It is said of him that  he was 
“wiser ttan  the sages of Egypt.’’ HOW- 
ever, this further indicates that  the 
wisdom of Egypt’s  priesthood and mys- 
tery schools was well  known. It is re- 
counted that Solomon selected the wise 
of Egypt  and of other neighboring 
states to counsel him and to  instruct 
him in the known arts  and sciences. 
They secretl met  (as a mystery 
school) and &coursed  upon the phe- 
nomena of nature. So accomplished and 
proficient did  Solomon  become in the 
ap lication of this secret osis, this 
puilicly-unrevealed knowle Cr ge, that he 
was accused of invoking the  supernat- 
ural  and performing magic. 

Already  we  have  related that Solo- 
mon was  liberal in religious matters- 
which attitude  invited severe criticism 
from  his orthodox subjects. Because of 
this he began to lose his hold upon the 
people.  Nevertheless,  Solomon built 
synagogues and houses in which the 
sacred  Mosaic Law  and Command- 
ments  were  taught  to scholars and  the 
public, including  children. In  the pri- 
vate, so-called mystery classes in which 
the sages  met, the symbols of the crafts- 
men, the operative signs were given 
speculative and esoteric meanings  cor- 
responding to Cosmic and  natural laws. 

Both  legend and history  relate that 
Solomon  was also a prophet of note. He 

presaged that  the temple and  city were 
to  be sacked by  the Babylonians. In 
preparation  for this, he  had an under- 

ound  receptacle  constructed in which 8, Ark, a  sacred Judaic  reliquary,  was 
placed. In this  chamber  were also 
placed, it is said, tomes or scrolls con- 
taining sacrosanct truths. 

With  the dissatisfaction of  Solomon’s 
policies, mostly  misunderstood by  the 
masses, there was further defamation 
centered  upon  his  Egyptian  wife. An 
example of this is an allegory  which 
relates: ‘When Solomon  wedded Phar- 
aoh’s daughter,  the  Angel Michael 
drove  a  rod into  the bed of the sea; 
and  the slime gathering  around it 
formed an island  on which, later, Rome 
(enemies of Jerusalem) was built.” In 
defense of Solomon, his  friends  say that 
he married  the  Egyptian princess to 
convert her. 

There is an interesting tale of Solo- 
mon’s introduction  to Queen  Saba 
(Sheba).  On one  occasion he was  mak- 
ing  merry at a festival and  he noticed 
that  no  mountain cock was present. 
This  was a bird known as the Hoo oe. 
“The bird  was summoned.” The Eird 
supposedly said that it had been  look- 
ing  for a land  not  yet in Solomon’s 
domain. It had at last  found one in  the 
east. Its capital cit was Kilor, and  the 
ruler was Queen {heba. After  gaining 
this  information Solomon  demanded her 
presence.  Queen  Sheba sent in advance 
of her coming  elaborate gifts to Solomon 
and  finally made  her  appearance at his 
palace. The various  accounts em hasize 
the  great riddles which  she aged  of 
Solomon to  test  his wisdom, and she 
was  deeply impressed with  the ease 
with which he solved them. 

Solomon  died at the age of fifty-three 
when  his  tem le was not  as  yet com- 
pleted. It is regted: “An  angel took his 
soul while  [he was] leaning  on a staff 
praying.” His books of secret magic, 
the gnosis of the  mystery schools, were 
locked under  his  throne. He feared,  we 
are told, that  harm could have befallen 
humanity if the unprepared, the un- 
initiated,  were to have come into pos- 
session 
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We  are rich  only  when  we do not want  more 
little  that  may be. 

of them. 

than  we have,  regardless of how 
“VALIDIVAR 
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J 
By WALTER J. ALBEFSHEIM, Eng. D., F. R. C. 

A cycle  denotes a circular the Sun, and  thus provides a 
motion,  and also the pe- direction of reference  and in- 

riod in which one circle is teraction. In Wintertime  our 
completed. The word period Northern  hemisphere leans 
immediately calls  to mind away  from  the  life@ving 
that t ical  periodic  motions, Sun,  hiding  it  entirely rn the 
n a m e v  vibrations or  oscilla- arctic regions. Thus, the uni- 
tions, are  the transmitters 
and sustainers of nearly  all 

form  early c cle is  trans- 
formel into vigrato alter- 

power in the  Universe.  nations of light a 3  dark, 
Does this mean  that cycles and vibra- warmth  and frost, birth and death. 

tions mean the same thing?  Eve  day  From this excursion  into  astronomy 
language seems  to  imp1 this. .tx, en we learn  that  in  the Oneness of Cosmic 
we  speak of “60-cycle a c e m a y  cur- being, C cles are indiscernible. Cycles 
rent,” we mean  a  current  that TI rates with d e h i t e  periods require duality, 
back and  forth 60  times per second  be- and vibrations require interaction be- 
tween positive and  negative polarities. tween  dual  elements. 
Evidenily, cycles an& vibrations are 
closelv related. Yet. there is a  funda- An Experiment 
menti1 difference b’etween them. Vi- 
brations im ly a  constant reversal of 
glari ty an! an alternation  between 

fferent  forms of ene 
tion proceeds in change ‘8” ess uniformity. cyclic mo- 

Think of our Sun  that revolves 
around  its axis in a period of about 
one month. If it were  alone in the 
Universe, the assertion that  it revolves 
would not  only be unprovable but, ac- 
cording to Relativity,  meaningless: 
There would  be no point of reference 
from  which the revolutions mi ht be 
counted. We, on  the  Earth,  can o%serve 
the Sun’s rotation, because  we are sep- 
arate  and  distant from it. 

The same is true of the  yearly cycle. 
Assume that  the Sun  and Earth were 
the  only stars in existence and that  the 
axis of the Earth’s daily rotations was 

arallel to that of its orbit around  the 
un.  There would then be no  means 

of knowing  when  the  year  was over. 
Astronomers fix the length of the  year 
by observing the osition of the  Sun in 
relation to the Bistant firmament of 

The fixed stars. 
Rosicrucian between long  and short days, heat  and 

The seasons, with their alternation 

Digest cold, are brought about by the fact that 
August the  Earth’s axis is inclined about 23 
1959 degrees from the axis of its orbit around 

CB81 

You can learn more  about the char- 
acteristics of cycles and vibrations by a 
simple  experiment.  Improvise  a y- 
dulum  by  a piece of string to w 1ch 
you may tie a  key as  bob.  Begin by 
swinging the key  around in a circle, so 
that  the  key describes a cone.  As you 
look at  the key  from above its  suspen- 
sion  point, it follows a  uniform circular 
path, and you  cannot  tell  when  a cycle 
is completed without  glancin at some 
external object such as your %ody. But 
when  you observe the swing  from  the 
outside, for instance, by looking at a 
mirror,  you see a  swing  from nght to 
left and back again: From  the outside, 
the cyclical motion 
pearance of an oscil vnts atory, vibratory the ap- 
process. 

Now impel  the  key back and forth, 
sideways, so that It performs real, 
linear  pendulum  swings.  Its motion, as 
seen in the mirror, does not look very 
different-even its period of oscillation 
is the same as that of the previous rota- 
tion. And yet, there  is a basic differ- 
ence. The pendulum actually, not just 
seemingly, reverses the polarity of its 
motion periodically and comes to a com- 
plete stop at each  end of each swing. 
As it slows  down, it rises; and  when It 
stops at  its highest point, it has per- 



formed work against the pull of gravity. and passive, male  and female, mind  and 
It  has  thus acquired so-called potential matter. 
energy or the- ower to produce  mo- 
tion. AS it falls aoWn to its lowest point, 
it gathers speed, or kinetic energy. If 
you put  your  free  hand  in  its way,  you 
feel the momentum of its impact. 

To sum  up,  we observe cyclical mo- 
tion as an  unbroken,  unperturbed  dy- 
namic flow. Vibratory motion is an 
alternation between two different modes 
of energy, between tension and release, 
and between  opposite polarities. 

Vibrations, like  every vital phenom- 
enon, may be interpreted  under  the 
“law of the  triangle.”  Potential  ener 
tension, of the  pendulum  string, of?; 
vibrating reed or of a charged con- 
denser m electric oscillators, may be 
regarded as the positive force. In order 
to act, this tension must be  opposed b 
a negative, inert mass, such as the bo 1 
of the  pendulum or the  inductance of 
the electrical circuit. The interaction 
of these polar opposites sets off the 
vibration “at  the third point of the 
triangle.” 

The  Holy  Trinity 
There exists an even more  funda- 

bolism for the laws of vi- 
Kuhn, a profound mys- 

tical scholar, expounds vibratory roc- 
esses under  the  image of the  holy 
Trinity: God the  Father  stands  for  the 
Sum  Total of all  energy in the Universe. 
He represents the  law called comema- 
tion of energy. The Son  embodies the 
activating  power of potential energy, 
ready to mtalize all  that  may recewe 
Him. You may visualize His action as 
a powerful uantum  ray  or as the com- 
manding $ord of creation. The Hol 
Ghost,  called Life-Giver by  the Creel 
is as His name implies, the “live force” 
of kinetic  energy. 

This  Christian  form of symbolism 
does not  explicitly contain the female, 
negative element. However, we  know 
that potential  energy  cannot be trans- 
formed into  kinetx  energy until it 
meets its female, material  counterpart. 

Seen from this viewpoint, our analy- 
sis of cycles and vibrations brings us 
face to face with  the continuous act of 
creation: In Its aspect of abidin One- 
ness the Godhead remains  eternaay  un- 
manifest. To  create  a World, It pol- 
arizes  into positive and negative, active 

E%. sK 

Visualize, if you wish, the  primordial 
Universe as one vast sphere energized 
to revolve in one tremendous cycle. But, 
as you have seen, a cycle does not gen- 
erate  vibrant  life unless there  is  a sep- 
arate  entity to interact  with it from 
without. 

Hence  the creative impulse splits up 
the  manifest universe into ever more, 
smaller  and increasing1 differentiated 
parts. Evolution thus  lecomes an ex- 
plosive,  divisive  force. Each  pair of 
polarized particles tends to vibrate in 
its own rhythm. But the manifold vi- 
brations  interfere  with  another, until 
the whole  World seems full of dishar- 
mony, contention, and destruction. 

However, this seeming disintegration, 
this war for survival of all  agamst  all, 
may  in its  entirety be onl the outgoing 
phase of a  universal, pdating, vibra- 
tory  rhythm.  The explosive force of 
creation may be counterbalanced by an 
equal force of attraction  and  reunifica- 
tion. Evolution may  alternate  with in- 
volution. 

The Homeward Call 
All  mystical religions claim that  an 

all-loving God eventually calls home 
the dis ersed elements of creation, to 
rest  an$ be rejuvenated  in H i s  Unity. 
On the gigantic scale of the hysical 
Universe, some physicists and  gosicru- 
cians surrnise that  the countless  galaxies 
and supergalaxies that  have been hurt- 
lin apart for the last five billion years wilt eventually come to  a halt  and re- 
turn to  their origin. 

In  the spiritual  realm,  the  separate 
consciousness of individual  entities, be- 
ginning with the  dumb polar attractions 
of electrons and nuclei, progresses to 
the sensitivity of lants, to the instinc- 
tive  willfulness o f  animals,  and  to  the 
extreme  individualism of civilized man. 
It is at this point that philosophy, re- 
ligion, and mysticism summon him to 
turn consciousness  back from  its out- 
ward  flight to the loving Source of all 
Mind,  instructed  and  enriched  by  the 
experience of individual life. 

This progress of Consciousness, from 
Oneness through  Multiplicity and back 
to Oneness, may be the  ultimate cycle. 



Since it is beyond matter,  time  and sonal experience  can carry us further. 
space,  we  know of no  interfering out- However, analysis has  served  and serves 
slde entity that could transform it into to good purpose if it leads us to  the 
vibrations by its interference. threshold of the mysteries, by uncov- 

But in this realm of Mystery, intel- ering  the wisdom hidden in symbolic 
lectual analysis falls down. Only per- ceremonies. 

Are There Any New People? 
By JEANNE DELAVIGNE SCOTT, F. R. C. 

RE there any new people? 
The statistician will im- 
mediately  exclaim, “Of 
course there  are  new peo- 

Leds of new babies are 
le! Every hour hun- 

born. This goes on day 
and  night,  year  after 
year, century  after cen- 

tury-and  always has. Some of the in- 
fants live only  a  few days, of course- 
some a few years; but millions of them 
reach  maturity,  and go on to old a  e 
The number of human beings in 8, 
world increases constantly.” 

Does it? There  are so many angles. 
Figures often lie-the  root  is not the 
seed. There is no death, only  change. 
In speculating  upon  “new souls,” one 
has  a  momentary vision of Something 
naked and pale,  new1 thrust  into  a 
small human body. d e n c e  comes it? 
Whither goes it? Is it mere1 a sort of 
expe$ment?  Or, once fitte B into  hu- 
mamty,  must it accept its bitter medi- 
cine and continue  on and on, through 
punishment,  bewilderment,  and  valiant 
endeavor, until it is shaped  and polished 
and utterly divested of every trait ex- 
cept those  possessed by  human  nature 
alone? 

~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  This is not sound  sense. Soul is es- 

Digest to faulty levels. The  star upon its fore- 
sence-God  essence. It cannot descend 

A ne 

August head is‘eternal,  because it &elf is eter- 
1959 nal. “Eternal”-without  beginning  and 
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without  end. There is something majes- 
tic and powerful  about this word  when 
used in connection  with “soul.” The 
eternity of soul would have to do with 
God. The  matter does not become more 
complicated-it  becomes  less so. The  na- 
ture of God is so simple that  the  human 
mind  cannot  comprehend it. Simplicity 
is the most  difficult problem  on earth to 
understand-because we cannot  bring 
ourselves to believe in it. We build up 
all sorts of formulae, until we are 
hopelessly muddled. When we find no 
answer, we begin to say  there is none. 

But there is an answer-one  guaran- 
teed to destroy all inflated ride. After 
all, a bug is only  a bug. &y  not? All 
the religious doctrines known to  man 
cannot  make the bug  anything except 
a bug. So, along the same  line of rea- 
soning, man is only  man,  always will 
be man. Why not? 

There is a  theory  held by some that 
trillions of a es  ago man was  a tiny 
androgynous  %eing  only an inch  or so 
tall. He  was  nourished and protected 
in and  by sea-water. His  structural 
mechanism was  almost pathetically 
simple. He was  something  like  a fish, 
but  not  a fish. He had several eyes, a 
heart, lungs, an elementary digestive 
tract-and  a voracious appetite. He 
lived to eat-breathed to eat, slept to eat, 
moved to eat. This tin creature de- 
vel0  ed from  a single ce r l, and was lo- 
a t e$  in every  part of the globe. 



Sometimes he was white  (or  nearly so). 
In other sections he  was black-or 
brown  or red or yellow. 

Ages rolled on. In a single age, the 
little  creature  grew less than  an inch- 
possibly  not  half an inch.  Today we 
cannot conceive of such  quiescence.  But 
persistence is a  marvelous force. No 
fossilized remains of him  have ever 
been found, nor ever will be. Jelly does 
not  adapt itself to fossilization-so the 
proud leaders of today  need not shudder 
for  fear of some  debasing  discovery of 
prehistoric ancestors. 

Some thinkers claim that everything 
ever created ossesses soul-always  has 
possessed sou!”irds, animals, flowers, 
trees, fish, serpents. Certainly man al- 
ways  had a soul. A soul means some- 
thing, something  more than a  beating 
heart  and a warm body.  A  soul is life 
-a God-essence. It never is wasted, 
never  thrown  awa . A soul is really 
something to t h d  about. There IS 
beauty in it, and joy and courage and 
majesty. We  are here-as was intended. 
We  are  part of the divine, magnificent 
pattern, which fortunately we cannot 
change. We  return again and again 
and again. We cannot  understand  the 
why-we still are very  small and primi- 
tive, you  see. We have  passed through 
many phases, and ou ht to be far wiser 
than  we are. But t a ere  has been SO 
much  to do and see along the  way . . . 
if only  we could remember more- 

Reincarnation. That  is  what  has kept 
us going. It still does. We  are  the same 

Jeanne deLavigne Scott spent her 
early  years  as a journalist-later, also 
as  writer of  books and professionally 
as a critic of poetry. Even  during  her 
travels, she  occupied herself with 
newspaper work in  many of the 
large cities in the  United States. 

She considers as her hobby-paint- inp composing poetry, and stud  ing 
su jects such as Egyptolog  arcKae- 
ology,  mystical and occult p g, iloso hy 
During  her 75th year, when th&g 
of herself as retired,  she  read over 
100 books. 

From  her background of rich ex- 
erience and an  unaging  mind, she 

[erewith  contemplates life  from a 
viewpoint  accumulated  over  a  period 
of some 80 years. 

mind  that wriggled  a tiny body in 
W?, shallow  sea-water. There is 
nothmg  shameful  about  it. The mind 
is one. It persisted and still persists, A 
nation may perish-but its people  go on 
and on, generation after generation. 
People  simply are  born somewhere  else. 
A ain  there is no death. It is a m i s -  
taEen,-false word. 

Why can’t we  remember  all these 
millions of past lives we have lived? 
In a  sense, we do remember a great 
deal of them-men call it instinct. As 
we develop higher and higher, we call 
it inspiratzon. There is a  word for  every- 

Perhaps man  has invented,  more 
than  he has remembered-not only in- 
vented, but  rammed  his  horrid  and 
ridiculous inventions down innocent 
throats. No matter.  All  things come 
right in the end. The tighter  the  snarl, 
the greater  the relief at the  unraveling. 
God hath a way  with  Him. 

So now we come to individuals-old 
names of those  who  did things and said 
things, wrote  them  down in song and 
story  and moldy history.  Even before 
we  had  much of an alphabet,  we began 
writing down  those things  which seemed 
wonderful and glorious and occasionally 
perfidious. Also, we invented  names, 
and did the best we could  about dates. 

But there was  something  else.  A cer- 
tain  man was alive  about 2500 years 
ago. He must  by  now  have been  back 
many times in various  bodies and ca- 
pacities. His  name  (in 522 B.C.)  was 
Pindar,  and  he  was a  Greek lyric poet. 
Based on cycles, he  returned  probably 
about  1926-which  would make  him 
thirty-three  years old at present. With 
his  great gift, he  must be sin  ’ng  to us 
at this  present  day. What %s name 
now  may be,  we  do not know.  Does he 
remember  Pindar, in the “Isles of 
Greece”? He does have  dim memories, 
of course. Where is he?  We do not 
know. 

Only that much  can  we dig out of 
ancient records. Pindar made  himself  a 

art of history. But how many lives 
iad  he lived before  that? In  that  par- 
ticular lifetime, he was somebody. But 
in all of his countless earlier lifetimes, 
was  he merely  another man-or maybe 
a woman? 

So we  move forward  from  the warm 
sea-water. Now we  think of layers of 

thing. 



society,  stages,  classes, and so on. Mind, 
opportunity,  drive . . . We  are still ris- 
ing, half an inch  in  an age, maybe. It 
is well to remember that speed is not 
always  advancement. 

So we  keep  coming  back-individual 
after individual, group  after 
community  after  community. w e  $23 
feel much at home. Times  and places 
change-people may come  back to new 
places, but  mostly they  are much the 
same eople as  they  were before. This 
shoulfgive us pause. There ma  be old 
battles to be fought over again, oyd rob 
lems to be  solved,  old  joys to f ee l  04 
hungry hearts. So there  are compen- 
sations.  One has to adjust. Each of us 
has to know life  and  all it holds. There 
is no  other  way to learn. Some of us 
may feel very old and  beaten  and mis- 
used. That is the  way it has to be. If 
not in one incarnation, then  in another. 
That is the  penalty  for being  human. 
But the goal is Complete  Wisdom- 
which  means complete happiness and 
love, and harmonium. 

Many of the  great ones are back with 
us. Perhaps  they  may scintillate again, 
as of old-that is, if they have outlived 
this present  infancy or childhood. 

The names ring like bells.  Some are 
harsh, some  deep,  some like silver mus- 
ic. Listen to them , . . they  may  live in 
the  next block, or across the tracks. Did 
you  ever  happen to think of that? 

Few  today  have  heard of Pindar. He 
lives on a back page in the dictionary. 
But there was  Vergil, the great Roman 
poet, born in 70 B.C. Is he, at  this 
moment erhaps,   again ponderin 
rhyme a n i  meter? Cleopatra, the royaf 
enchantress, is she different? Why 
should she  be? Where is she?-in thu 
hemisphere, in the problematical Far 
East, South  America, or some remote 
island? Who shall say? 

Pericles, after  numerous incarnations, 
is  he  now  again just a  small  boy?  Do 
bright shadows of ancient  Athens drift 
across his consciousness  now and  then? 
Is  he  tall  for his age? Is he  here in our 
midst, or across the wide seas? 

The Livy, the Roman historian, is he of 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  this world? Is it well  with him? Con- 

fucius must be more than mature. Does 
Digest his wisdom s t i l l  flow like liquid pearls? 
k P 5 t  Does anyone  listen? If he be in China, 
1959 how does he  fare? These  unanswered 
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questions crowd and jostle. They al- 
ways will. 

The statistician claims that  the popu- 
lation of the earth is ra idly increasing. 
In his calculations he pails to take into 
account the  great  fact of reincarnation. 
But it is terribly  real-and  acutely nec- 

for correct calculation. There 
e millions killed in wars. More 

millions perish in purges. There  are 
plagues and epidemics which  take  a 
terrific toll-and traffic  accidents.  But 
all these people  come  back. We all  are 
very old it appears. 

It makes  one  wonder  about friends, 
colleagues, relatives. Who is who? Does 
it greatly  matter? We would like to 
know considerably  more than we do 
know. Has our best friend been so in 
other lives? How  about o w  wife or 
husband, son or daughter, our olitical 
favorites, office  associates, or J e  men 
who deliver our groceries or  mail? The 
colored  people whom  we want to un- 
derstand and who are ea er to be un- 
derstood? The Chinese w%o sell us tea 
and  marvelous preserves, and  who are 
occasionally so much  more  highly  and 
beautifully educated than we  ever shall 
be? The Indians  who  are so wise in 
their own lore? The small  brown peo- 
ple of the Islands? The more we  con- 
sider reincarnation, the more the 
questions arise. The answers, it seems, 
must come only psychically, if at all. 
Are  answers  necessary?  Would they 
really  enhance our day? God’s wisdom 
is very great. 

Where is John  James  Audubon to- 
day? Is he  still  painting exquisite bird 
pictures? Do  we go on and  on  with  the 
talents we possessed yesterda 2 Will we 
know Jenny  Lind  when  sze  returns 
robabl in 1964, goes to school, plays 

!all, rid?& a bicycle, owns a  puppy,  and 
perhaps begins to sing? And will she 
know any of us? 

Nelson of the Nile-where  does he 
sail, now in his late fifties perhaps? 
And where is Lafayette? Does  Robert 
Burns  appear in modern periodicals? 
And  what  name does he sign? Is Muril- 
lo  painting  with  wonderful  new colors, 
but  the  same flawless talent? And whom 
is  Thomas  Wolse  manipulating  now? 
Or has he  learneJbetter? 

We  inquire  with  infinite  deference 
concerning Michaelangelo. Is  he  busy 

:x 



ainting  Deity,  or chiseling virgin mar- 
he,  or  inventin some super-super  air- 
craft? Is Tamerfane somewhere leading 
another  conquerin  horde? Chief  Black 
Hawk,  where is f e?  And Napoleon? 

Sir Christopher Wren, how is he cop- 
ing  with  our  new  chickencrate archi- 
tecture?-unless  he he1 ed to ori 
it, which is inconceivabe. Is Ra T- elals 
guffawing at our ridiculous modern 
structures, and making lewd, hilarious 
rhymes  about  them? Does an one lis- 
ten?  We  are  all in such a &my to 
arrive  nowhere. . . . 

And  Davy Crockett,  idol of small  fry, 
is he living up to son and sto ? Are 
the Grimm brothers  &ucklingTecause 
their lovely fairies are still in 
And George  Sand-does she again%%:: 
ideas ahead of her time? 

One dreads  leavin  out  anyone. The 
list is crowded anif illustrious. It is 
amazing, the  great  number of geniuses 
who  have visited the  earth  durin  a few 
centuries. Where will one fin di them 

now?-the  queens,  the kings, the states- 
men,  the artists, poets,  composers, ac- 
tors, archaeologists,  religious fanatics, 
explorers, astronomers, chemists, writ- 
ers, inventors, architects, philosophers. 
Cho in, Alfred  Tennyson,  Wagner,  and 
Ver x i, according to cyclic calculation 
should be here  now as infants  or of pre- 
school  age. And beloved Walt  Whit- 
man, should  we  be expecting  him? 

Are we  looking for them?  Will  we 
welcome them  and believe in them? 
Will we never learn? Over and over 
and over-we  despise them, tolerate 
them, hoot at or lionize them,  loathe or 
immortalize  them. It is the  human way, 
the  human rocess. Human memory is 
tragically sIort, and memory of our 
own selves even shorter. 

Until we are more proficient, spiritu- 
ally  and psychically, we shall not be 
able to remember.  Remembrance  re- 
quires  thousands of centuries. 

Sea-water . . . How could there be 
any new people? 

V A V  

Perhaps in our new-age living, letter  writing will once more  take  its  place 
as creative thought in self-expression. We  are  sharing this month  a  paragraph 
written  by  American-born  Patrick Renfro, age 11, recently  from  Guam  but now 
in San Jose. His  father is in  the U.S. Navy  Air  Force and Patrick  has “moved 
about.’’ His longest residence in one  spot has been Guam  and we think this 
world citizen is experiencing  a bit of “homesickness” as he reminisces: 

The  way I see Guam is palm trees waving in the breeze, tides rolling in, 
a  group of flying fish gliding in  the wind,  a dorsal fin  cutting  the  water  as  a 
shark goes after a fish. Little  sandy beaches along  a  ragged shore. High  dark 
cliffs with sea gulls soaring  through  the  air. The  air is calm and quiet with 
just the  rustling of palm trees and  the  squawking of sea gulls as  they get their 
evening meal. The sun setting with the orange  and  purple clouds and its re- 
flection on the ripples of the sea. At  night  the geckos calling as the tides slap 
the shore. The stars dot the heavens as they make  a  halo  around the moon. 
Now the  water is calm  and quiet as everything is fast asleep.  But the wind  can 
suddenly  start rising as a  typhoon  creeps near. The winds get louder and 
stronger. The ripples become  waves, destruction is near! 

-PATRICK RENFRO,  Fifth  Grade 
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By GASTON BURRIDGE 

A neutrino is almost 
nothing-but not 

quite. So an antineu- 
trino, its  opposite 
(everythin in nature 
seems to f ave one), 
must be  almost  some- 
thing. But again per- 
haps not quite, for  we 
are told by Science to 
think of the antineu- 
trino  as a  “hole.” We 
must  assume that  they 
mean  the  complete  
hole! 

What in the world is a neutrino? A 
neutrino is one of the 26 atomic par- 
ticles now considered as  actual  parts 
of all atoms of matter  under  the  nuclear 
theory. Some hysicists are  even com- 
ing to believe & at  the  neutrino, not the 
atom, is the real first step, the  genuine 
basis of matter!  Perhaps  the  neutrino 
is the difference, or one of the differ- 
ences  between matter  and energy. 

Any atom is made up of parts-elec- 
trons, protons, neutrons. The  neutrino 
”so far-seems to be made of a  fabulous 
drive, ur e,  energy-and  a  possible mite 
of some a ing else-no  one yet knows 
just  what.  At least the mass of the 
mite is very close to zero. 

Has  anyone ever  seen  a neutrino? 
No-only where  it has been-or where 
it  went by. True, we have “pictures” 
of the neutrino’s tracks, but  not even 
the merest  glimpse of that which  made 
the tracks. 

A special research project on the 
neutrino at  the L o s  Alamos  Laboratories, 
in New Mexico,  extended  over the 
Christmas Holiday. From  the direct- 
ing scientist working on the pro‘ect, the 
others received  a  match-box-size d Christ- 
mas present. When  they opened their 
gift they read  on the card attached, 
“Merry Christmas. Guaranteed to con- 
tain  at least IO0 neutrinos.”  Otherwise, 
the box was  empty. 

Though  neutrinos are believed to 
travel at  the speed of light,  or  about 
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186,300 miles per sec- 
ond, an object the size 
of a match box is sus- 
pected to  contain about 
100 neutrinos all the 
time! That is approxi- 
mately how  many 
neutnnos  are zingin 
a r o u n d   y o u   a n  I 
through you presently! 

If a neutnno is not 
the smallest “thing” 
in the world, it is 
among  the  smaller  
ones, “Little, but oh 

my!” Neutrinos are  thought  to  have 
the  abilit and enough ener 
unharmei completely throug Y the to cen- pass 
ters of the hottest stars. No other 
atomic particle  is believed  capable of 
doing this. Cold  objects are not  thought 
to mpede  the neutrino’s  pro  ess 
either. In fact, this mi hty mi r get- 
mite is  indicated as capabqe of zip ing 
through a  lead shield as  thick  as &om 
Earth to the Milky Way! 

If the  neutrino goes so fast  we can’t 
catch it,  and is so small  we can’t lay 
our most delicate mechanical  or  elec- 
tronic  hands on it, how  did  Science 
come to  find  the  particle in the  first 

ace? The answer is,  Science  didn‘t! 
he existence of the neutrino,  like 

many  another  matter in ph sics,  came 
as  just a good old-fashionel “hunch.” 
And  from  where do hunches come? The 
possibility of this  “rambunctious  bit of 
restlessness’’  was  promulgated by two 
hysicists, Wolfgang Pauli  and Enrico 

[ermi. Fermi is credited with havin 
given the particle  its  name. The wor I 
neutrino means, “the  little  neutral 
one.” As we will see, the “neutral” 
part applies only  to the electrical 
charge of the particle, not  to  its actions! 

Some Baele Lawe 

$ 

There is a  condition in the science 
of physics which  is  still  fundamental. 
It must maintain always, or  the whole 



arch of this subject as now practiced 
will tumble. The  fundamental condi- 
tion or principle  is known as “the con- 
servation of energy.” It is the keystone 
of physics today. The conservation of 
energy  principle elrists and  that is why 
perpetual motion cannot exist. For thw 
reason, one cannot ever get something 
for nothing. 

It works like this: If we have a given 
uantity of material-anything-and it 

%isintegrates into  more pleces of small- 
er size and mass, we s t i l l  retain  the 
same total amount of “stuff” in  one  way 
or another. Nothing is ever  lost. Nothing 
is ever  gained. Anything  may change 
from one state to  another, or from one 
form of matter to another  form, with 
some released  energy. The lesser 
amount of matter makes up for the 
added energy. But when  the account 
of the change is finally balanced, we 
must always have exactly the amount 
of stuff  we had before. If we  do not 
have  exactly the same  amount as be- 
fore, then something is wrong, drasti- 
cally wrong. 

Now, there came about, early in 
nuclear physics’ history, a most  em- 
barrassing situation. For  quite  a  time 
this status  had physicists scratching 
their heads. It seemed as if the con- 
servation of ener  principle was about 
to be dethroned! %e dethronement  ap- 
peared to be coming from  the  nuclear 
henomenon known as beta-decay. Beta- 

secay follows the spontaneous conver- 
sion of a  neutron  into  a proton and  an 
electron. The  neutron, proton, and elec- 
tron are prime components of all atoms 
save  one-hydrogen, which  has  no 
neutron. 

In this beta-decay process, we would 
rightly expect a  certain  amount of 
mass to  be  lost. This loss  would  be  ex- 
pected to be  converted to  energy of the 
product particles. However, the proton 
and electron hardly  ever  have  enough 
energy to balance the account! Why? 
Where did the  energy go? No one 
knew-and it could not be traced! Was 
the house of one of the basic  sciences 
about to topple? It seemed so. But 
physicists just wouldn‘t  believe it. 

It was Fermi  and  Pauli  who  then 
suggested that  the missing e n e r g  was 
carried  away  from the conversion by 
an “uncharged, virtually weightless 

particle”-and immediately  the search 
for it was  on. At first,  only  hints of the 
neutrino’s existence were found. Today, 
however,  most hysicists agree that ex- 
perimental  eviience of the neutrino’s 
actual  reality  is  preponderant. 

Enrico Fermi, of Italian  birth  and  a 
Nobel Prize winner  in 1938, taught 
physics in the  University of Florence 
and Rome. With  the rise of Fascism in 
Italy,  he came to the U. S., and was 
an instructor in Columbia University 
during  World War 11. Fermi worked 
on the atomic bomb roject. He re- 
ceived the Medal of drit in 1946. He 
died of cancer recently. 

Wolfgang  Pauli, an Austrian  by 
birth, received his  Ph.D.  from  the  Unl- 
versity of Munich.  At one time  he was 
assistant to Niels  Bohr, the great  Danish 
physicist. Pauli  has  taught in the  Uni- 
versities of Gottingen, Hamburg,  and 
the  Institute for Advanced Study, 
Princeton, New Jersey. He was awarded 
the Nobel Prize  for physics in 1945. 

Where do all the  natural  neutrinos 
come from?  Probably,  not  all  the 
sources are  yet known. A  rimary 
source is beheved to be in &e  deep 
centers of stars. Here, it is thought, 
neutrinos  are born in fantastic  quan- 
tities  from that same  nuclear  reaction 
which makes the  star shine. Our  sun is 
a  star.  There are billions of such stars 
in our Universe alone. 

Present  thinking seems to  indicate 
that perhaps as much as six or ei ht 
percent of the total energy  released%y 
our sun is in  the  form of these tran- 
scendent neutrinos. This would equal 
millions of horsepower. If such an as- 
sumption is correct for our sun,  similar 
emissions of neutrinos would  be ex- 
pected from  all  similar  stars.  Our  sun 
is just an average-sized star. 

We have moonlight at night. We 
cannot see the  neutrion  flux  from  the 
sun at  any time-but even at night, 
this flux carries 40,000 times more 
energy  than moonlight. Neutrinos zing 
through  the earth‘s center as if it were 
the clearest air. Thus we receive a 
continuous flow of these speed neu- 
trino specks everywhere-day aninight! 

Nature abhors “singles.” She  ap- 
ars to love the pair, the o posites. 

gence we have male  and fema Y e, pres- 
sure  and vacuum,  large  and  small, 
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ositive and negative, etc. A11 our 
bowledge teaches us that there is a 
symmetry  in  nature-in  all things. This 
symmetry seems to be one of nature’s 
laws. The  law  appears to  hold for  all 
atomic particles also. The electron, 
which is negative, has the positron, 
which is just  like it but positive. The 
proton has  the  antiproton. There is an 
antineutron.  And it appears there is 
also an antineutrino! 

It is difficult, of course, to conceive 
of something which is the opposite of 
almost nothm Yet  we must go along 
with  this thinfing  until we learn bet- 
ter, if we are to retain  our basic  con- 
cepts. These concepts  seem valid, based 
on everything  we have learned throuGh 
the centuries. If we cannot maintain 
our  present concepts, then we must get 
new ones, and this ma be still  more 
difficult. It is possible &at  our  general 
knowledge, gamed over the centuries, 
has been built  upon  wrong concepts- 
but  likely not. So, an antineutrino does 
not seem impossible! 

As of now, physicists agree that  when 
a  neutrino  and an antineutrino  meet  a 
terrific explosion  ensues.  Because of the 
minute size of these articles, such ex- 
plosions are now un cp etected. The rea- 
son  is,  we have no devices sensitive 
enough to record them. 

If the  neutrino  and antineutrino  were 
the size of  golf balls, quite  likely  a 
meeting between them might cause an 
explosion which would shame  our  larg- 
est  H-bomb. 

It has been postulated that  the  meet- 
ing of neutrinos  and  antineutrinos, and 
the ex losions therefrom, may be the 
basis P, the creation of avitational 
waves-the force which hogs US to the 
Earth’s surface  and is  believed to help 
hold stars in lace. Dr. W. J. Hoo er, 
physicist at t f e  Princi ia College, %as 
suggested that possib P y  gravitational 
force is  a  pulsating force. He is con- 
ductin  research along lines at  present 
which % e hopes will determine this. 

Just how lar e is a  neutrino? Or er- 
haps  we shod5 better ask, “Just R ow 

The small?” About 800 neutrinos are calcu- 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  lated  to  fill the same space  as  occupied 

by  one electron. An electron may be 
Digest considered  as having  a mass of about 
August 1/1838th of a  hydrogen atom. It seems 
1959 incredible that  the  neutrino  has power 
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enough to zip t h o u  h “solid matter.” 
The  truth is that soli! matter is far, far 
from solid. The densest material known 
is “full of emptiness.” 

It has been promulgated that if a 
cubic inch of the  metal lead were com- 
ressed to  invisibility  to the average 

guman eye, that not  all its atomic par- 
ticles would actually be touching one 
another! There is lots of space within 
matter! 

Another reason the  neutrino has such 
an ‘‘0 en sesame’’ through  all  material 
is proiably  due to the  fact that it car- 
ries no electrical char e. Recalling the 
amom, “likes repel lges,  and d i k e s  
attract,”  we get an inkling of how the 
neutrino’s free passage may come about. 
The  neutrino is  a  unique  eunuch, 
neither  attracted  nor rejected, sought 
or shunned, loved  or hated. 

A Cloud Ckalnbar 
However, if the  neutrino is so small 

none of our present instruments can 
detect it, and if it travels so fast none 
can see it, how do  we get the pictures 
of where it has been as mentioned 
earlier? In this case the  trap is called 
a  Wilson Cloud  Chamber. 

A cloud chamber is quite simple. 
Mostly it is a lass container filled with 
supersaturatecfwater vapor held on  the 
verge of condensing. Through  this  fluid, 
atomic particles are forced to pass. With 
their passing the  moisture  in  the cham- 
ber is caused to condense along their 

aths by their passage. As the con- 
sensation is much slower in form- 
ing than  the passage of the articles, 
the  forming condensation can {e photo- 
graped by motion pictures or still pho- 
tography as it takes place. 

atedrin  the  Soud chamber, hysicists 
B studyin  the various patterns cre- 

have  learned to distinguish &e paths 
of various atomic particles. 

The cloud chamber  was  invented  and 
developed by Charles Thomson Rees 
Wilson, a Scottish hysicist, who shared 
the Nobel Prize 8 r  physics with Ar- 
thur  Holly Compton of the U. S. in 
1927. 

Several projects have been instigated 
in this country  to  gather  data on the 
neutrino. Some of the  apparatus is pro- 
digious in size and complication. All 
the  important advances in this  branch 



of physics are outlined in The Neutrino, 
a 1958 book by Dr.  James S.  Allen. 
Both  chemists and physicists have been 
interested in positive results. While 
the “atomic piles,” at several lar e re 
actor sites in the U. s., are  proviing 
flow of neutrino emissions for expen- 
mentation, they do not begin to com- 
pare with  even  the smallest stars as a 
neutrino source. But even so, definite 
results have been obtained  and the re- 
ality of these particles seems assured. 

Speculations 

Supposing our researches are  all suc- 
cessful and their results fully satisfac- 
tory, how will the knowledFe gained 
about the  neutrino  help madund? Prob- 
ably, any practical way the  infomation 
can be  applied  lies many years  ahead. 
But there  are several avenues of science 
which will gain a great deal. 

First, knowledge of the  neutrino will 
help in understanding how  basic mat- 
ter  is arranged  internally. T h i s  is most 
important. If we completely understood 
how  matter is put together, it would 
seem  possible that we  would then be 
able to take some kinds  or  types of mat- 
ter apart-rearrange the parts, with ad- 
ditions and/or subtractions. Perhaps 

create new materials-not  new elements 

E E E ? Z L v e .  
but  new  materials we  do 

The alchemists of old sought to make 
gold from lead. Transmutation of ele- 
ments is no  longer considered  impos- 
sible-just  expensive! With more  knowl- 
ed e the expense will very likely be 
refuced. One need  but recall that 40 
years  a o a radio set was a ponderous 
affair. ‘foday many  are as small as a 
woman’s handbag!  Things  which  were 
impossibilities then,  today are common- 
place. 

Another block the  neutrino  may pile 
on  our house of knowled e is that of a 
new  kind of astronomy. bntil now the 
radiations comin to us from  outer 
space have been falling  on  prett deaf 
ears. Visible light was about a 6  that 
was used. Not  long ago came  radio 
astronomy. As the  apparatus improves, 
the  neutrino beam  comin from  our 
sun  and  other stars may  fring us in- 
formation  about  them and about the 
Universe  which we can get in no  other 
way. 

The neutrino  is  very swift. How 
much lar  er or smaller is it than a 
thought-&e thou ht which conceived 
it? And how mu&  more swift, or im- 
portant?  Who can say? Who will say? 

V A V  

EMBLEM  JEWELRY 
The Rosicrucian  Supply Bureau now has available t w o  

items of distinctive  emblem  jewelry. For the men, beautiful 
cuff links in 10-K gold-fill, with the emblem of the Order 
in durable blue and  red  enamel. The perfect  accessory  for 
the  popular  French-cuff shirt. 
For the  ladies,  a lovely charm-type  bracelet in the same 

rich gold-fill.  It has a  delicate yet sturdy gold chain, with 
an emblem  charm  suspended  from it. 

Order now to avoid  the Christmas rush. 
PRICES: Cuff links-$8.75 (E3/3/6 sterling);  bracelet--$7.15  (22/12/-  sterling). 

All items  shipped  postpaid. 
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most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the 
The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the 

Rosicrucian fratemty. It is the focal point of Cosmic radiatiom  and thought 
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace,  happiness, and  inner 
awakening. Various periods of the day are set aside when many thousands 
of minds are  attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with 
the Cathedral at the  time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who 
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well 
as  those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who 
are not members if they address their requests for this book to Scribe S. P. C., 
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing five cents in postage 
stamps. (Plense  state  whether  member or not-this is important.) 

OUR ANCIENT  HERITAGE 
By CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme  Secretary 

IME and  time  again it has did not wish to adjust themselves  to 
been proven that those a  new  and  extremely different situation. 
who  have advanced be- Histor indicates numerous examples 
YOnd the level Of the age by whicK individuals engaged in re- 
m which they were liV- search, study, and contemplation  have 

have been persecuted  discovered laws  and principles which 
because Of their were far beyond those generally ac- 
Of the accepted  rinciples  cepted. Among the  early Greek phi- 
Of the era* un Ortunate- losophers there  are those  who, without F 

ly,  many times the religious beliefs of the aid of instruments which are 
a peo le or an age have violently cre- 
ated Jisagreement with new ideas and today$ fomUk?d laws  and P k -  
advancement.  There Seems to  be a tend- up1es which since have Proven to be Of 

The ency  on the  part of  most  peo le to For example, the atomic theow 
Rosicruciall exercise caution before they c Yl ange was  reasonably  well  advanced in early 

their  fundamental ideas,  beliefs, or times, but it is actually O n l y  within the 
Digest practices. In comparatively  recent  years last one hundred  years  that this theory 
August cer ta in  mechanical  inventions  have has  again  been  brought to light and 
1959 been  condemned  simply because  people established on  a firmer scientific basis. 
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Many social ideas have not  been im- 
proved  upon in centuries. Someone  has 
said that  all philosoph since the time 
of Plat0  has been mere P y footnotes upon 
his writin s. In other words, we  have 
not  been  &le to achieve anythmg out- 
standingly new  and different in social 
hilosoph from  the ideas presented  by 

h a t o   a n i  his contemporaries. For  al- 
most two thousand  years we have  had 
the ideal  system of ethics and morality 
in the  reli ious  concept  given us by 
Christ whict has  never been  improved 
upon in theory  and is still far from 
existin in actual practice. Manuscri ts 
from  fefore  the  time of Christ of f er 
mankind‘s lofty ideas of a relationshi 
between man  and God, as well as logica P 
theories to account  for  certain physical 
phenomena. 

Man of these ideals have  not  been 
attainel insofar  as  practical use and 
application by  man is concerned. This 
is  due in part  to knowledge havin 
been  suppressed, and because the socia? 
and  rellpous concepts of the time pre- 
vented  a serious consideration of the 
rinciples. They were  not allowed to 

!e expressed as useful  experience by 
the  majority of the people. We live to- 
da in what  we consider to be an en- 
ligitened age  where  we  are  free to go 
back through the centuries  and select 
those ideals, principles, and teachings 
which prove to be an inspiration and 
lay a foundation upon which  we can 
build new concepts and application of 
knowledge. 

This  is  particularly  true in the field 
of m sticism. The age of the  earth or of 
middevelopment can  have  little  or no 
bearing  upon the ability of the indi- 
vidual  to attune himself pro erly  with 
his Creator. Those in&vi&als  who, 

through proper living  and devotion, 
have developed  a  close  contact with 
God have been able to  carry messages 
to humanity  that will probably never 
be  duplicated insofar as degree of per- 
fection is concerned. With  the grow- 
ing concept of a  mechanistic universe 
and  the fact that  the physical  achieve- 
ments of science have caused man to 
live more and more in an objective 
world, we  have been prone  to overlook 
the direct knowledge  expressed by those 
who  have so lived as to  attain it. 

Therefore, if an idea  or an accom- 
plishment is old merely in terms of 
years,  or in terms of man’s civilization, 
does not prove that  it  is better. How- 
ever, we can  truthfully  say  that  we owe 
a  vast debt to  the past. Furthermore, 
we should have the intelligence to select 
from  the past  those  ideas  which have 
value  for us; and, with a much  broader 
viewpoint, a ply  this knowledge and 
these principres to  the modern  circum- 
stances and conditions in which  we live. 

The Rosicrucian  teachings have  tried 
to  perpetuate  this idea and to draw 
u on that which is good and  worth 
w K ile  to  humanity, regardless of its 
source, insofar  as  time  or  personality 
is concerned. We do not  shut  our  eyes 
to the circumstances of today. We  real- 
ize that knowledge now available is 
important  to our living, but  we also 
recognize that  there  have been times 
when individuals  saw the light of 
knowledge and  truth f a r  beyond the 
ability of most men  to see it in  any 
age: Therefore, it is  a part of our in- 
&vidual obligation to God and to  all 
civilization to draw upon the source 
of  knowledge  regardless of its point of 
Origin. 

V A V  

Simple  forms of life may respond to the  rule of a radio-t pe energy  when 
directed by  man. According to re orts of scientists from  the &ew  En‘Fland In- 
stitute  for Medical  Research, an eyectromagnetic force can be  created to which 
living organisms  respond as though they  carried tiny portable radios,” subject 
to the will of man. Some hope is being entertained in  the interest of control- 
ling certain  types of disease. 
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T HE significance of 
initiation  today is 

often lost in a  maze of 
rites and ceremonies. 
Initiation is not  a  mere 
ceremony  nor is it a 
ritual.  These  are  but 
vehicles for its  true 
purpose. In  the broad- 
est sense, initiation is 
the  beginning of a 
process whereby cer- 
tain revelations are  to 
be made to the  initiate 
or candidate. It con- 
sists of a  arocedure to 

I - ~ " " . - - " *.._ - ".1"._ howledge is tried  and h found to be true,  then 
it should  be  accepted 
and become the meas- 
uring rod for guiding 
us in the  intemreta- 

introduce 'certain knowledge. Initiation 
is distinguished from  mere instruction 
by  its psychological  aspects and  the 
im osing of obligations upon the can- 
&Ate. All initiations, however,  do in- 
clude the  imparting of instruction to 
those  who are its ktiates. 

The psycholo 'cal purpose of initi- 
ation is to m a g  the distinction be- 
tween undirected  and directed experi- 
ence. Undirected  experience  ma  often 
be repetitious, the  pursuin of &O ht 
which  has  already  been we  covered y 
someone  else.  One may imagine that 
his undirected experiences are original 
ideas, only to discover later  that some- 
one  else  expounded the same concepts 
previously, and  perha s even more 
thoroughly. Thus un d 5  * ected experi- 
ence shows no  concern  for  worthy e a -  
ditions that  may be extant-nor  for 
social idealism or the accumulated 
knowledge of centuries. Rather, it means 
a  blunderin  alon  b  the individual, 
learnin exc 5 usive Bl y means of ac- 
cident, %y trial a n i  error. 

Conversely, directed  experience 
makes  use of our heritage. It is a profit- 
ing  by  the recorded  experiences, the 

The proven wisdom of others, and  by  what ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  is read in history concerning  events  and 
eoples. Directed  experience  must  not 

ge  understood as meaning that one 
August should resort to blind  acceptance of all 
1959 previous knowledge. If such  previous 
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tion of our peisond 
experiences. 

However, the psy- 
chological purpose of 
initiation is  more than 
scholastic instruction. 
All that is taught does 

I not necessarily consti- 
tute an initiation.  The 
communication of 

ideas is generally  limited  to  the  use of 
words, either vocative or written. Words 

s y s g t w o  faculties-sight and  hear- 
bols and  they  are perceived 

ing. Further,  words to a  great  extent 
are  arbitrary.  Their  first meaning is 
that which IS generally assigned to  the 
word, the accepted  idea commonly as- 
sociated with it. The next  meaning of 
any word is derived  from the  result of 
our own associations and experiences, 
the thoughts  we  connect  with the word 
as the result of what  we  have  learned 
our own way.  Take, for example,  the 
word triangle. To some individuals this 
denotes a  geometrical  form, the com- 
monly accepted idea. To other persons 
the  trian  le is something  more. It is a 
symbol &at  ma be  associated with 
some  philosophicaT, religious or  fraternal 
connotation. 

There  are certain universal im res- 
sions and sensations which  we a 8  ac- 
cept, regardless of our back  ound. 
These sensations arise out of K nat- 
ural categories of our beings,  such as 
the one called instinct. There are, for 
example, in nature certain color  com- 
binations which are pleasin to almost 
all persons. The reason  for $s is man's 
untold  generations of exposure to such 
colors in nature.  He has become  con- 
ditioned to accept  them as representa- 
tive of beauty.  Then, again, there is 
music  which stimulates, such as a st i r -  





definite, and does not  have  a positive 
comprehension to us. To elucidFte, 

w e  say a  point of Lfnning, Cfi conslder  yourself a oint of be 

we first must exist an also must exist 
to ourselves before we can be aware of 
other  things existing. It is  not sufficient 
that  there is being or reali of which 
we are a part. If we were, T ut did  not 
know we  were, it would  be the equiva- 
lent of our not  being at all. For  what 
we call reality consists of certain quali- 
ties which we  perceive. Without  the 
consciousness of our being, these reali- 
ties  would not exist, at least not to us. 

Around this point  which we are, as 
conscious  beings, we  ma  draw  a circle. 
 his circle constitutes a i t h a t  we  know. 
It is  the  realm of our experiences. It 
has  a ositive  existence, a reality, which 
is as B efinite as we are ourselves. The 
limits of this symbolic  circle, its bound- 
aries, constitute the limits of positive 
reality. It limits what we  know, what 
we  experience  through  our  peripheral 
senses.  Beyond t h i s  boundary,  then, this 
circle of which we are  the dot in the 
center, is the  reality  which we term  the 
unknown. 

This unknown is a  negative  reality. 
It has  no positive quality of its own. 
It exists to us  only in contrast to that 
which we think we know. It is like 
darkness in contrast to light. Darkness 
can  assume  a positive state  only  by  the 
absence of light. It is also like absolute 
space which seems  positive only because 
we cannot erceive an substance  with- 
in it. For Krther ana&  let us think 
of a man standing on gA bridge of a 
ship at sea.  As he t u r n s  about, he  a - 
pears to be in  the center of a vast circ P e. 
Out beyond him in all directions is the 
horizon. The horizon is the  limit of his 
vision, the  limit of his circle of reality. 
Therefore, the horizon is a  negative 
reality. It is not  a true boundary. Yet 
for  him it marks the beginning of the 
unknown. As the vessel gradually 
moves forward, this boundary  between 
the known and  the unknown moves 
forward also. 

What  are  the realities of the un- 
The known? They  are abstractions and  the ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  products of our  imagination. They ex- 

1st to us as all  that thought, that vast 
Digest body of ideas,  devoid of substance to 
August our objective  senses. The consist of 
1959 such ideas as, for example, geaven, hell, 
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afterlife, even  our  various notions of 
God. Suppose you  contend that  an in- 
ner convlction which  you  have,  a 
thought  which  appears self-evident to 

ou, also constitutes positive reality, the gown. If you insist upon  accepting 
your notions and beliefs as being posi- 
tive realities, then you are casting 
aside the basic premise of the world of 
science. It is futile  for science to lay 
down rules  for  the  determination of 
facts if, on the other  hand,  we  make 
beliefs and speculation  equal in value 
to them. By pennittin ourselves to ac- 
cept suppositions of &e unknown  as 
positive realities, we are reopenin 
floodgates of superstition. We athe ave 
moved away in our  times  from the ig- 
norance of the Middle Ages only by 
making  a distinction between opmion 
and fact. 

Of the  first two realities, the knower 
and  the known, the former  is  the  more 
important. All that which is known is 
subordinate to  the knower. It is we  who 
assign both identit  and  value to that 
which  is known. b e  say  that some- 
thing is either good or bad  or 
able  or distressmg. There is a Y . Z E  
which we sa is sufficient or insuffi- 
cient. All o f  the realities which we 
experience as the known  fall into  three 
categories: It is; it is not; it should be. 

The first, it is, is all  that which seems 
to be just as we  experience it. It is not 
is that which  is of an uncertain  or 
indefinite nature to us-something 
which  we realize, but  do  not com re- 
hend. The it should be is  the reayity 
which falls short of some anticipated 
value. Its  inade  uacy does not provide 
the satisfaction &ich  we  expected. The 
it should be suggests the probability of 
something beyond  itself which is not 
yet realized as a positive reality. 

This category of it should be gives 
rise to the unknown. It stimulates the 
imagination. It causes the reason to as- 
sume  a  probable  reality to exceed  or 
supplant what we are experiencing. As 
an example,  when we  are confronted 
with this principle of it should be, we 
reason that  mankind exists. We know 
from  experience that all things that 
now exist did not  always exist. There- 
fore, it is probable that  mankind  at one 
time did not exist. If it did not, what 
brought it into existence and  why? 
What caused the creation of mankind 



and  for  what purpose? To man, the 
knower, it seems that such should be 
part of the reality known to him. 

This category of it should be, so long 
as it  remains such and becomes nothing 
more, is a negative reality,  and con- 
tinues to be just  the  unknown.  The 
notion, it should be, is an idea which 
is unsupported by true experience. It 
is only an inference  drawn  from some 
suggestive experience. If it were  a di- 
rect ex erience in its own right,  then 
it woupd  be a positive reality-or the 
known. 

Our relationshi to this ne ative 
reality should not l e  a response offear. 
When we fear  the unknown, it is an 
assumption that  a negative reality,. 
something which  has no  positive quality 
of its own, can  act  upon us in some 
way.  We  must  understand  that  the  un- 
known  cannot  act  upon us, unless it is 
converted into the known. We should 
not allow ourselves to be dominated by 
notions of the unknown. To do so con- 
stitutes  a  denial of the obligations and 
of the influences of this  life  which is a 
positive reality.  All superstition is noth- 
in more than  a false acce tance of the 
un L own  as a positive rea€&. 

The idea of it should be has given 
rise to such notions as God, heaven, 
hell, divine justice, and  retribution. 
How  are these notions, which are com- 
mon, to be regarded? Our notions, all 
our ideas of the unknown,  must be  ob- 
jectified. For  a  moment,  let us return 
to the “I,” the self. It is more than a 
series of ideas and thoughts about self. 
We are because we have sufficient be- 
ing to be acted upon  and also to act 
upon  other things. The self is expanded 
only as it becomes dynamic, that is, ac- 
tive. The self  becomes active by being 
brought into  relationship  with other 
posibve realities. 

Another  way of saying  this is that 
the self  grows by  expenencin other 
realities in relation  to itself. A ttought, 
a notion, must be detached from self; 
otherwise, it remains  but  another  way 
in which  we are conceivin the reality 
of our own being. Part of t % e  function- 
ing of self is thought. Ideas which do 
not become  objective are,  therefore,  just 
the  functioning of self and  nothing 
more. 

A simple analogy will clarif this 
point: Suppose we conceive a  &stant 

snow-capped mountain as being the 
abode of gods. Now such a nobon is 
but the recombining of ideas and  in- 
ferences which  we  have  drawn  from 
experience. The actual notion, how- 
ever, m no wa changes the positive 
reality, the  reaTnature of the  moun- 
taintop, nor does it change men  into 
ods. If we,  however, place men  upon 

k a t  mountaintop  and cause them  to 
live  a  life  which we call godly, then 
the idea is detached from self. The 
idea, then, can be  ex erienced inde- 
pendent of our minds. f t  has become a 
positive reality. It is then  the known. 

Such notions as God,  soul, and im- 
mortality  are  born  out of the combina- 
tion of subtle impulses of our own be- 
ing  and reactions to our  environment. 
If they  are to be more than just nega- 
tive  realities, they  must be given a 
tangible concrete existence. Any con- 
cept of God is never detached from  our 
own mental rocesses until it becomes 
a positive reafity of our world, and  this 
it does only  when  the concept has been 
transformed  into  a  moral order, a  way 
of life with us. God is a positive reality 
when we objectify what we  think IS 
our divine obligahon. The person who 
is truly mor& circums ect, who lives 
by a  moral co&, which {e believes has 
come to him as a  result of divine in- 
spiration,  has  taken God out of the 
realm of the abstract  and  unknown. He 
has made of  God a positive reality. 

A notion of the  function  and purpose 
of man is  abstract and  remains  in  the 
unknown  until it takes the  form of 
ethical conduct and of social  rogress. 
Any idea must exist in itself, setached 
from self, to become a positive reality. 
Our conception of what  may have pre- 
ceded this  life or what  may follow it 
is of little consequence unless it is con- 
verted  into  the  realities of life  here  and 
now. Of what  value  is  thought of our 
origin or of our destiny unless such 
thought  brin s about a  harmonious  ad- 
justment to $e known, to this  life? 

If the Cosmic is, then  we  must be of 
it now. What is the relationship of 
this Cosmic  bond to our daily life, to 
the realities of our conscious existence? 
If we are to survive death, it is what 
we are  or  that which we are  making 
ourselves that will continue. Our no- 
tions of the  next  life  are of no  value 
unless their foundations are positive 
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realities in this one. In  the Cosmic there 
are no hiatuses. There is, rather, a  con- 
tinuity  to be found  throughout all reali- . The notion of human purpose, 
estiny, and immortality must  find a 

positive relationship  to this life  or be- 
come but a fi ent of the unknown. 

It is  this l i p tha t  is the pivot of o w  
consciousness, the focal point of our 

K 

powers.  All else must  remain  abstract, 
Imaginative, unknown, unless trans- 
muted  into the realities of positive ex- 
perience. The initiation of life, then, is 
the revelation of truth. But truth is 
only  that  which is  cloaked in  the sub- 
stance of reality,  which in turn is liv- 

forth the fullness of our %eing. 
able experience touchin and calling 

V A V  

Reported by W. P. SHEEHAN 

EAT plays tricks on vital 
body  functions.  Your 
heart, for example,  works 
harder at a  given task 
during  summer than  in 
winter-ten times  as  hard 

I I in 90" as in 70". 
Doctors call it increased 

" 

'J cardiac output. And  the 
older  a  person  gets, the  harder it be- 
comes for him to withstand heat. This 
was ointed out in a four-day New York 
CityKeat wave, when  84  percent of the 
fatalities occurred in  the 45-plus  age 
!PUP. 

The body,  however, has  built-in safe- 
guards-a  "cooling unit," if you will. It 
produces  some 70 calories an hour; in- 
creases this  rate to eight times as much 
during violent  exercise. The body also 
produces up to  one and one-half quarts 
of perspiration an hour  under  heat 
stress and can  maintain  the  rate as long 
as six hours if fluids are replenished. 

When one is exposed to high tem- 
peratures, the  heart pumps large  quan- 
tities of  blood through a fine  network 
of veins just below the skin surface. 
Evaporation of perspiration  cools the 
blood, dissi ating excessive  body heat. 
Hi h humi%ty slows  eva oration, and 
males  the  heart work harger. 

T h e  Human "air  conditionin " however, 
Rosicrucian permits man to  adjust brieff; to  as  high as 250' of heat.  Experiments in this 
Digest line  date back to 1774. when  Dr. Charles 
August Blagden first proved ' man's durability 
1959 in  severe heat  for  short periods of time. 
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Dr. Blagden entered a  room at 260"- 
and remamed  eight  minutes. In his re- 
port  to London's  Royal  Societ for  Im- 
proving Natural Knowledge, K e wrote: 

"For  seven minutes my breathing 
continued perfectly good; but  after  that 
I began to  feel an  impression in m 
lungs, attended  with a  sense of anxiety. x 

His pulse rate increased to 144, 
further  illustrating heat's effect on  the 
heart. 

Present-day scientists are still very 
much interested in the  durability of 
man  under  the  heat stress. The Air 
Force  conducted tests in California, 
where volunteers were placed in air- 
heated  cylinders and  were  found  to 
easily  withstand 140" for an hour; 240a 
for  as long as 26 minutes. Body  tem- 
peratures  never rose  above 101. 

Other  experiments show  how humid- 
ity saps your  strength; reduces your 
working efficiency. Dr. Sid  Robinson 
in testing students at  the University of 
Indiana  found  that  they could  perform 
heavy  treadmill  labor  for six consecu- 
tive hours in dry heat  but  were quick- 
ly exhausted  doing the same work at 
only 90"-but in humid  air. 

The health  value of air conditioning 
was  underscored by Navy  experiments 
during  World War 11. Some of a  crew 
were exposed to tropical conditions 
without relief, while  others worked part 
of the  time in conditioned air. 

Crew  members who toiled sans relief, 
suffered  a high rate of disabling heat 
rash  while the "air  conditioned" group 



experienced  no  rash  and scored higher 
in motivation, initiative, and alertness 
tests. 

Other results are as interesting-and 
impressive. When Hoover Dam con- 
struction reached  a peak at Boulder 
City, Nevada,  heat  deaths dropped from 
15  a  year to none-after workmen's 
dormitories  were air conditioned. 

Civilian tests indicate that a man do- 
in heavy  factory  labor is only half as 
efkient  at  100" F, as at 70". The same 
applies to housewives. 

Scientists find  that  children in cool 
states grow a full inch taller than those 
reared in warmer climates. And  a 
University of Illinois study showed that 
students m summer sessions suffered a 
mental efficienc drop of 40 percent 
as compared in &ll  and  winter session 
students. 

Diet and weight control also play  im- 
ortant roles in warm  weather health. 
ummer  meals should  be well bal- 

anced; snacks eaten  now  and  then  cut 
down resistance to summer stress. And 
an overweight body is more trouble- 
prone than a trim one. 

B 

As for proper  wear-thin porous 
white clothing that is loosely woven 
gives  best protection against heat; tight- 
ly woven brown,  orange,  or  red  fabrics 
are good safeguards against ultraviolet 
rays. An 80-20  ratio of wool and syn- 
thetic fiber is the most comfortable 
fabric  combination  yet discovered for 
summer  wear. 

Perhaps  the best all-around  advice 
for hot  weather is: Take it easy!  Acci- 
dent rates rise 8  percent above the 
year's average  during  vacation  months. 
One year's statistics tells the story- 
3,044 vacation fatalities, 1,010 drown- 
ings, and 758 deaths from excessive 
heat and insolation. 

Greatest cause for  the  high toll taken 
by  heat is the added  work-load affect- 
ing  the  heart. It goes back to a  point 
covered earlier-the heart  can  strain  at 
a  simple task when  undergone during 
heat conditions. 

A  few wise precautions at least make 
us feel better-and  make  summer living 
more enjoyable. 

V A V  

P R O F I T  
in your spare Time 

Time is golden,  especially if gainfully  em- 
ployed. If you have  a few spare  hours  each 
week, you may convert  them into an extra 
income.  There  are thousands of persons who 
need and would enjoy the Rosicrucian b o o k e  
if they knew about them.  We have an inter- 
esting  plan  through  which  you may become a 
special  representative of the Rosicrucian  publi- 

cations,  introducing the books of the Order-n a substantial  commission basis. All 
helpful details  have been worked out. Just address a  letter to the Rosicrucian  Supply 
Bureau,  San Jose, California, and ask for  the  free  particulars  about  the Book Repre- 
sentative plan. 



The Meaning of Amen 
By DR. H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C. 

(From The Mysfic Triangle, October 1925) 

articles by  Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, first Imperator of the present  Rosicrucian cycle, we adopted 
Since  thousands of readers of the Rosicrucian Digest have not  read many of the 

the  editorial  policy of publishing  each  month  one of his  outstanding  articles, so that his thoughts 
would  continue  to  reside within the  pages of this publication. 

~~ 

HE use of the strange 
word Amen in Christian 
doctrines and  literature 
has often attracted the 
attention of mystics and 
caused much speculation 
among students of occult 
literature.  And  when one 
notes that in the Chris- 

tian Bible  (Rev. 3: 14), the Master Jesus 
is  referred to as  “the Amen,” the origin, 
author, rince, and  ruler of all crea- 
tures in Reaven and earth-as  one inter- 

reter  puts it-one realizes there  is  a 
geeper significance to the word than is 
apparent  from  its general use, or m i s -  
use. 

The word Amen, in one form  or an- 
other, is  very old. It is a vital, living 
word,  because it is an expression of 
certain vowel  sounds and vibrations 
that  are  fundamental to life and power. 
Like many other words  used b the 
ancients  with  understanding a n i  full 
realization of their proper use, it was 
adopted by successive religious move- 
ments and  finally lost in the collection 
of mere  terms.  Perhaps no  other word 
is used so often in the  Christian religion 
in a urely ritualistic sense and  with 

The so litt P e appreciation of its origin, in- 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  tent, pur ose, and possibilities. 

Regarcfess of the method  one  uses, 
Digest after  months of research and analysis 
August of the word, one comes face  to  face  with 
1959 the  indisputable  fact that  the word 
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Amen is a contraction of the  very old 
and mystical  word Aumen. Learning 
this  fact  the investi ator  and  student 
alike are relieved. !t makes further 
analysis of the word easy  and interest- 
ing. It ‘ves us a  ristine  thought and 
a  pure i%a from w Rz ’ch to  start. 

By  dividing the word into  its two 
syllables, we arrive at  the  elementary 
principles. 

In the  ancient  Sanskrit  language, the 
language  from  which  all  languages of 
the  Aryan race  were derived, the word 
Aum was not  only  a sacred  word, but a 
most si ificant one. It was  intoned 
revere& in  all holy convocations, and 
its  strange sound was used  over and 
over to cause certain  vibratory effects 
which  the  initiates of the higher grades 
of our Rosicrucian  teachings will read- 
ily recognize. 

The A was ven the  number 1 by 
the ancients an 9 the  letter itself means 
Shiva, the Father, the Preserver, the 
Creator-the number  and principle 
from which all  things are derived. Its 
sound is broad, like ah  or as a in art, 
and  its music note  is A natural. 

The  letter U was given the  number 
3 (in  the same number  system pre- 
sented by Pythagoras) and  meant  the 
triune expression of form-the  body, 
soul, and  mind in one-the living Son. 
Its sound  is difficult to  present in words 
in print, and  is only conveyed to  the 



mind of another  by  the  carefully 
guarded demonstration of a Master. 

The letter M was given the  number 
4, the s uare,  and  meant the Spirit 
(Brahma?. Its sound is also peculiar 
and is made  by  bringing the lips close- 
ly t ether,  retracting the  breath  and 
exp%ng  air through  the  left  nostril 
more  strongly than  through  the  right 
one. (Bear in  mind  that  the proper use 
of sound includes control of the use of 
the two nostrils  inde  endent of each 
other. The uninitiate g may  not know 
it,  but all of us breathe  differently 
through  the  nostrils accordin to our 
physical, psychic, and ments  condi- 
tions, and according to the influences 
of the  planets  upon OUT sychic bodies.) 

By adding  the three  fetters together, 
then,  we  have A m .  The  meaning of 
this txinity is Father,  Son, and Spirit 
(or  Holy Breath, or Ghost).  Here we 
find at once the origin of the Sacred 
Trinity as later adopted. The student 
will profit much  by turning to the sub- 
ject of “The  Trini ” in  any large  en- 
cyclopedia and  rea !? ing  in  the lines  and 
between them  the  meaning of this  an- 
cient doctrine. . . . 

The  latter  part of the word, en, has 
the same relation  to the whole  word as 
the usual suffix added to  a root  word 
to give a  final shade of meaning. Many 
attempts  have been made  to give the 
letters en a  mystical  meaning,  but spec- 
ulation too largely  entered  into such 
attempts. 

Finally,  when the word Aum-en or 
Amen (Ahmen) is properly spoken, it 
has a certain  relationship with the pre- 
ceding musical sounds (in  which case 
it is used as a cadence or close, as a 
chord of the  Dominant 7th followed 
by  the  triad on the tonic) ; or it is given 
two  definite musical notes of its own. 

The effect of the word, therefore, in 
conjunction with proper breathing,  is 
to  fix or stabilize certain  vibrations 
previously aroused in  the  surrounding 
ether  and to bring about a Cosmic 
Manifestation. 

In this sense it is as though one 
suddenly checked the revolving discs of 
a  machine  containing colored segments, 
and  whatever design  was thus presented 
at  the stopping of the discs remained 
fixed. 

Hence the word Amen was  used in 
a  slightly corrupted form to express 
one’s thought of “It shall be  thus!” or 
“May  it so be!” Properly used it con- 
tains  no suggestion of plea or hope, m 
even a command. It is simply-and 
mightily-a decree containing an  in- 
herent power to manifest  the  decree. 

How greatly  a word of power has 
come to be  misused through  formality 
and ignorance of its origin!  But, is this 
not  true of many mystical words? And 
are we not, as students of AMORC, 
rapidly discovering our errors? 

RALLY IN SWITZERLAND I 
The early part of  September will provide  Rosicrucian  members in Switzerland with 

an exceptional  program of mystical events.  On  Saturday  and  Sunday,  September 5 and 
6, the H. Spencer Lewis Chapter  of  Geneva will present  a  varied  program  consisting of 
discussions,  Rosicrucian  rituals,  special  tours, mystical discourses,  and  a  Rosicrucian 
forum. 

Canton  and the 0. N. U. who will preside  during  part of the two days’ activities. 
This auspicious  occasion is marked  by the presence of the authorities of the Geneva 

write to  the following address: 
All active members of  AMORC  are  cordially invited to attend. For full particulars, 

Ordre Rosicrucien (AM0RC)“Chapitre H. Spencer  Lewis 
Case Postale No. 1 - Geneve 6 (Eaux-Vives) - Suisse 

tember 13, at the Y.W.C.A. Building, Flint. Registration will begin at 9:00 am., and 
Flint, Michigan: Mona El Chapter will sponsor a one-day Rally on Sunday, Sep  

the program will continue with interesting events throughout the day. For any details, 
write to Mr. Harry Thompson, Rally Chairman, West Baker, Flint 5. 
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ONVENTION visitors were Some seventeen countries were rep- 
found in admiring  groups resented in this year’s enrollment of 
at two particular spots Rose-Croix University. This emphasized 
this year. One naturally once more the  international  nature of 
was  the  new  building its  ap eal. Frater Ogunniyi of Nigeria 
erected during  the past was J e  first arrival for enrollment. 
year on the corner of * * *  
Chapman Street and Ran- School children  regularly visit the Avenue* The Other Rosicrucian E tian, Oriental  Museum was in front of the  new doors to the in groups, an never without a word of su reme  Temple.  These doors, the con- thanks  and a preciation for the p.;v- 

tri % ution Of members in the local area, ilege. Not too Yong ago, the Jolly Bright 

exact pattern Of the wooden Ones there culture. One of these little sophisticates originally. 
e * *  later flew back with a  “thank YOU note” 

P 
are Of antiqued copper the Blue  Birds flew in for Some crumbs of 

The  Imprator during his Conven- 
tion class of advanced  members  was as- 
sisted by Colombe Suzanne Wastlund, 
who served in her  new  capacity as 
Supreme Colombe for the  first time. 
You saw her picture in the June Digest. 

Rose-Croix University  students and 
Convention  visitors were  imaginative1 
transplanted to Italy,  Spain, PortugaI 
and other idyllic spots when  they vis- 
ited the Art Gallery of the Rosicrucian 
E  tian,  Oriental  Museum, June 14 
to%, 12, to view ‘ ‘ n e  Sargent Water 
Color” exhibit, sponsored by the Smith- 
sonian  Institution  Travelin  Exhibition 
Service  and  loaned  by the5oston  Mu- 
seum of Fine Arts. 

Described as “one of the most bril- 
liant virtuosos of the  brush since the 
18th  century,”  John  Singer  Sargent 
(1856-1925) was  acknowledgedly the 
greatest portraitist of the Edwardian 
Era,  although  perhaps his later  work 
consisting primarily of landscape  and 
allegory may be  considered an even 
greater artisuc  achievement. The forty- 
five water colors in  the exhibit gave 
visitors an op ortunity to see Sargent 
at his best in %oth  fields. 

“ I  

* * *  

* * *  
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to Curator Frater James C: French, 
which read: “Thank  you for leting us 
come to your Museum.  And the one I 
liked the best of our  Museum  is that 
Mummy  there d e r ,  his teeth sticked 
out. And I liked all of the rest of the 
Museum. But I have  been  there befor.” 
And the  little Jolly Bright Blue  Bird of 
Happiness  flew off. 

V A V  
Did you  ever  hear Emerson’s story 

about his s t r u  gle to get a calf in the 
barn? And  t\en an Irish girl who 
worked for him showed him how easy 
it was. She put two fingers in  the calf‘s 
mouth  and it  went in eaeerly. Emerson 
wrote in his journal, “I llke peo le who 
can do things!” So do  we, an$ that’s 
why we mention these Colombes: 

Colombe Beverly  Hoffman of Desert 
Pronaos, Desert  Hot Springs, was 
crowned Queen of the  Annual  Grub- 
stake Days Festival at Yucca Valley, 
California; 

Colombe June Mills of the Welling- 
ton, New Zealand,  Chapter received an 
award in Dressmaking at St. Mary’s 
College; 

Colombe Aleta  Hanelt,  Oakland, Cali- 
fornia, Lodge,  received an award for 
the best essay  on Citizenship; 



Colombe Antoinette  Adam of the 
Dayton, Ohio, Chapter  won  a $100 
bond for an essay entitled “How to 
Clean the Teeth”; 

Colombe Barbara  Richards of Van 
Nuys, California, Chapter won a four- 

Gygiene; 
ear college scholarship in Dental 

Colombe-in-waiting  Diane Coleman, 
also of Van  Nuys  Chapter,  won  a Pos- 
ture Contest; 

Colombe Cheryl Bias of the Supreme 
Temple  won  first lace honors m the 
National  Forensic  Eeague contest held 
at San Jose State College. 

The Dove, the Colombes’ own maga- 
zine, carries the above information. 

V A V  
In March, The Barbados Chapter 

(West Indies) issued its  first bulletin. 
It represented forethought, planning, 

bers. &rou  h the courtesy of Office 
and coo eration on the  part of its mem- 

Equipment lervice Co., Ltd., a local 
stationery and  duplicating  concern,  the 
bulletin’s paper  and stencil were  sup- 
plied gratis. The Barbados Chapter is 
to be  commended for its serious effort 
in the publishing field. * * *  

The dates of the London Rally  have 
been set for Saturda  and  Sunda , Sep- 
tember 5 and 6. d e  place wilragain 
be the South Suite, Victoria Halls, 
Bloomsbury. A  splendid  program is be- 
ing  readied  and  Frater H. Rolfe of 
Francis Bacon  Cha ter, the Rally  Chair- 
man, is ready to Kelp you  with  your 
plans to attend. * * *  

Nova Atlantis Lodge of Casablanca, 
Morocco, now  has  its own Temple. It 
thus becomes the second group  within 
the  French jurisdiction to attain lodge 
status. * * *  

Through  the  generosity of Dr.  and 
Mrs. Albert W. Odell,  Dallas,  Texas, the 
rare book section of the Rosicrucian  Re- 
search  Library has  been enriched  b 
the two-volume  work of Thomas M a l  
ton, A Compleat Treatise on Perspective. 
In  a sense, it is Malton’s memorial to 
the mathematical  genius of Dr. Brook 
Taylor whose principles are extensively 
demonstrated.  Dr.  Taylor  had  earlier 
been memorialized for his work in d i f -  
ferential calculus in Taylor’s  Theorem. 

Malton published the  first volume in 
London in 1776 when George I11 was 
on  the throne, dedicatin it to the Gen- 
tlemen of the Royal Bcademr  The 
second  volume, in the  nature o an ap- 
pendix  with further plates, was  not 
published until 1783, seven years later. 
Both  volumes are of folio  size, on  du- 
rable stock and excellently printed. 
The engravings are likewise  Malton’s 
work  and are ingeniously  contrived to 
present  three-dimensional figures of 
some  studies.  Both useful and  orna- 
mental,  the books attracted the  atten- 
tion of numerous Convention  visitors. 

* * *  
Another book in the libra 

to fascinate the ersistent rea 7 er is Dr. 
Andrija  Puharici’s The Sacred Mush- 
room (Doubleday, 1959). It is recom- 
mended because Dr. Puharich‘s  prep- 
aration for research in this field was 
thorough, because his findings are 
evaluated in terms  which scientists can 
understand  and accept, and because he 
has  maintained  throu  hout  a complete- 
ly objective approacf to experiences 
and circumstances  tem tingl danger- 
ous to  the  unwary, un%scip&ed, and 
unskilled researcher. 

A graduate of Northwestern  Uni- 
versity in hysiolo y  and  internal med- 
icine, Dr. guharica began in 1947 in- 
vestigations in  the field of extrasensory 
perception. This book sets forth in de- 
tail  a series of experiments in which 
he participated during  the  years 1954- 
56. It is an intriguing account. Wheth- 
er one  is interested in medicine, Egyp- 
tian history, philolooy, mythology,  my- 
cology, or merely %e clinical methods 
of recise ESP procedure, this is  the 
boo{. * * *  

For those  who shy  away  from  poetry 
and wouldn‘t even peek at a  sonnet 
unless  under pressure, Soror  Agnes C. 
Tucker’s Sonnets to the Sun would be 
a surprise and  a  treat.  For surprise, take 
the final lines of untitled number 33: 

There’s not a  man alive but 

That every toad alive has eyes 
must be told 

of gold. 
And for a  treat,  number 71 which 
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She lives as a tree grows, with- 
out a thought 

Of doing  more than  putting 
forth its leaves. 

The volume was presented to the Re- 
search  Library by the author. Born in 
Winchester, Massachusetts,  Soror Tuck- 
er lives in Bermuda. With five earlier 
books  of poetry  to  her credit, this latest 
was  published this ear  by  The  Linden 
Press, 11-14 StanKope  Mews  West, 
London  S.W. 7, England. 

* * *  
The  Literary Research Department 

getting  wind of all  the above  books 
suggested  one of its o w n  for August or 
vacation reading  (whichever is nearer 

Angela  Tonks’ & at hand  when ou read this). It is 
ind  Out o Time-a 

Kno f Borzoi  Book. It’s a drst novel 
a n d t a s  its beginnings in a POW camp 
where an ESP  experiment sets events 
moving in a very gripping and  in- 
triguing fashion. Frater Baxter (the 

haps to indicate how his m-ysticafTg& 
author’s husband)  sent it alon 

are  rubbing off on his farmly. 
U A U  

In Self Mastery and Fate, discussing 
the characteristics of those born be- 
tween  March 22 and  May 12, Dr. Lewis 
wrote that  they  inherit  “a deep-seated 
desire to achieve a  high place or a  high 
position in the esteem of the public and 
in the hearts of their closest acquaint- 
ances.” (p.  195).  Frater Robert J. Black 

of Brantford, Ontario, and long  a mem- 
ber of Hamilton  Chapter would no 
doubt agree-and for  a very good rea- 
son. He was born on May 9 and  he has 
this year been  chosen  Brantford’s “Man 
of the Year.” * * *  

The wedding bell which  Eartha  Kitt 
insisted had been stolen, a year  or so 
ago,  seems to  have been returned,  for 
people are still getting  married. In 
California, Colombe emeritus Lois  Robb 
to Frater Jim Brockett; former  Master 
of Francis Bacon  Lodge,  Serviliano 
Masinda, to Soror Eugenia Mi amura. 
In Arizona,  Soror Esta  Hatch,  &merly 
secretary of the Phoenix  Chapter,  to 
Tom Davis. And in Ohio, former Co- 
lombe Geraldine Miles to Paul David 
Todd  Coulter in the  Temple of Elbert 
Hubbard  Chapter. * * *  

Chaucer said of his Clerk of Oxen- 
ford that “gladly wolde he lerne, and 
gladly teche.” So could we sa of Soror 
Marie A. Nuese of Lake Wor& Florida. 
Retired from  her profession, but  un- 
ha  py  after  “three  years without  a 
de fh te  mission of unselfish service,” 
Soror  Nuese  decided to offer English 
classes without  charge  to  the foreign- 
born  adults in her community, most of 
them of Finnish  or Czechoslovakian 
descent. The local Unit Center  made 
space available in their  luilding gratis, 
and now she is teaching six classes a 
week. And that’s a splendid project for 
retirement! 

ALLNEW ZEALAND ROSICRUCIAN CONVENTION 
Rosicrucian  members in New Zealand will have the pleasure of meeting with the 

Imperator  and Mrs. Lewis  at this year’s  convention in Auckland. The three-day pro- 
gram covering the Labor  Weekend will include many interesting discussions,  classes, 
forums, and  other  features of special value to members.  Make  plans now to attend.  For 

Onehunga,  Auckland, S. E. 5. 
any details write to the convention  chairman,  Mrs. F. E. Martin, 15 Taiere Terrace, 

Convention  dates:  October 24, 25,  and 26 

AN ALLAUSTRALIA ROSICRUCIAN  RALLY 
in Australian  Rosicrucian  Records. During this period, the Imperator  and Mrs. Lewis 

The dates of October 30, 31, and November 1 hold  promise of an event outstanding 
will be visiting in Sydney. On more than one occasion the Im  erator will speak  and 
discuss  Rosicrucian  principles with all members  attending. T L  auspicious meeting 
will include  a  program of lectures,  demonstrations,  and  special  events of great signifi- 
cance to members.  For full particulars, write to  Mr.  Barrie  Brettoner, 8 William Street, 
Rockdale,  Sydney, N. S. W. 



The Mystic 
By RODMAN R. CLAYSON, Grand Master 

UNDAMENTALLY a Rosi- 
crucian aspires to become 
a mystic. He endeavors 
to experience in practice 
the  full meaning of mys- 
ticism. There is nothmg 
mysterious  about one’s 
bein a mystic. It has 
n a u s t  to do with so- 

called seers or superstitious practices. 
The dictionary defines mysticism as 
“the  doctrine  or belief that direct knowl- 
edge of God,  of spiritual  truth, is at- 
tainable  through mmediate intuition 
or  insight  and m a way differing  from 
ordinary sense  perception or reason- 
ing.” This definition makes  no refer- 
ence to  anything mysterious. 

In tradition and  in practice the Rosi- 
crucian  Order is a  mystical or aniza- 
tion. Its members aspire  to E ecome 
mystics. They adhere  to the philoso hy 
of mysticism. The Rosicrucian stu B ent 
works hard  toward achieving the  re- 
wards that come with f u l l  m stical 
realization. What is re uired of gim is 
that  he  study  and  apJy his idealistic 
hilosophy. He seeks to know and  un- 

ierstand to the fullest  extent of his 
ability, his capabilities, and otentiali- 
ties, the purpose of this wor P d  and of 
his place in it. He attempts to live his 
life so that it contributes to  the general 
welfare of mankind. He is not non- 
social; he does not  shun association 
with his fellow men; and  he is not 
essentially different  from  other men. 

The mystic and  the nonmystic,  how- 
ever, are different in perspective and 
point of view. The mystic aspires to 
true mystical  enlightenment  and is in- 

dividualistic in his  pursuit of accom- 
ishment and realization. With free- 

om of thought, he thinks for himself. 
His vision  reaches  be  ond that of the 
immediate needs of K is environment. 
He understands the meaning of mys- 
ticism. Throu h mystical practices he 
realizes his  abifity  to gain direct knowl- 
ed  e of truth, of the Cosmic  scheme, 
an$ of God. This  by  no means implies 
that  the mystic solves all of his  physical 
problems;  however,  because of his  en- 
lightenment and knowledge, he is able 
to rise above  physical and environ- 
mental  limitations. He places a m e  
value  on  things as he understands  them. 

In  gaining the end  and ideals of life 
to  which he aspires, the m stic is able 
to direct his as irations an8  efforts be- 
yond  his  jmmegiate needs. He acquires 
imperturbability of mind, and com- 
plete physical harmony. He thinks and 
acts in terms of what  he knows in 
truth  and fact. Capable of logical rea- 
soning and discrimination, he reflects 
and analyzes. He acquires a balanced 
nature. His personal discipline is such 
that  he achieves and experiences mys- 
tical  attainment.  Furthermore,  he does 
not violate moral precepts nor  the dic- 
tates of conscience. 

It is not  to be  construed that  by 
means of enlightenment one  is to  re- 
main continuously  conscious of Cosmic 
wisdom. The mystic who  is illumined 
receives the knowledge and  experience 
for  which  his  training,  study, and  ap- 
plication of Rosicrucian principles have 
pre  ared  him. He works with courage 
anzconfidence.  He enjo s a degree of 
progress  because throug 1 the acquisi- 
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tion of knowledge, he  has  learned the 
ractice of certain techniques. He 

yearns that  what  may be gained is not 
for the self alone. 

The mystic adjusts himself to his en- 
vironment.  He  endeavors to work  with 
peo le  rather  than to  be an exception 
to &eir interests and activities. It is in 
his environment  and  through his as- 
sociation with his fellow men that  he 
best manifests  and expresses his mys- 
tical knowledge. His knowledge is re- 
flected in his attitude of mind,  and  he 
uses sound  judgment. In his outlook he 
enjoys the highest level of thought.  His 
knowledge enables him to live a  happ 
life, all of which contributes to his w e d  
being, the  maste of life, and  the abil- 
ity to help h i m s z  as well as  others. 

Control of Thought  and Action 

In his study of mysticism, the Rosi- 
crucian cultivates and  frequently uses 
the techniques of concentration, con- 
templation, and meditation. Once the 
technique  is  mastered, control of thouGht 
and action follows. This brings stabillty 
to the personality. One cannot  do his 
best work if he is emotionally  disturbed 
or  lost in emotion. The mystic has  firm 
control of his  emotions. A period of 
meditation  permits  him to dwell u on 
the development  and knowledge he \as 
gained. In his meditation  he is brought 
m touch with the Divine Reality, the 
Absolute. 

The talents we possess, the faculties 
we have been able to evolve so as to 
master  the problems of life, are  due to 
the use of natural Cosmic principles. 
The m stic is  obliged to use such pow- 
ers an8principlesY  but manifests  a de- 
Fee  of humbleness.  When  he succeeds 
rn anything, regardless of what it is, 
he  must hnk in an impersonal sense. 
He does not assist others to do  what 
they should  be able to accom lish for 
themselves, but rather he he& them 
to understand  their problems so that 
they  may personall succeed. He has 
cultivated and  devegped  such faculties 
as intuition, so that accomplishment 
may be realized. 

The The .m stic is always grateful for the 
~~~~~~~~i~~ blessings  %e has realized. He is tolerant. 

Whatever  he does he tries to do  con- 
Digest structively. What he does helps to 
August bring  him  a fuller, a  more  abundant, 
1959 life. In sorrow and in joy, in sadness 
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and  in gladness, he is more sensitive 
than  the average  man. His realizations 
are perha s more keen. His compre- 
hension is iroadened  and  he is extreme- 
ly s pathetic and considerate. In all 
he d" oes, the mystic relates understand- 
ing  with feeling. In so doing  he finds 
that he is in harmony  with  a power 
stronger  and  higher than himself. This 
helps  him to take his true place in life. 
Thus it is that mysticism becomes a 
dynamic force in the  life of the aspirant. 

Fundamentally  and basically, mys- 
ticism is the  intimate  experience of the 
Divine  through  the self. The mystic is 
concerned  with  the  development of the 
consciousness of the self, the realization 
of the  intrinsic owers which are his. 
He purges himseff of those  thoughts  and 
practices which would retard his devel- 
o ment and prevent his realization of 
t t e  true m stical experience. He seeks 
Divine gudance in accordance  with his 
lofty aspirations, and  perhaps above all 
he seeks moral  and  mental strength. 
Understanding  and  judgment of true 
values  and the disengaging of the  mind 
from false conceptions constitutes true 
mystical stature. The  mind is not im- 
bued with fear  and doubt. Right action 
and  right thought are  marks of mys- 
tical nobility. 

At  all  times  the  student of mysticism 
approaches his mystical  work  with rev- 
erence, humbleness, and rationality. 
The study of mysticism, as taught  by 
the Rosicrucian  Order, is a philosophy 
of life which  can be put  into ractice 
and effectively utilized every iay.  It 
does not  represent an occasional, lofty 
thought  or Idea, but can be a de rn 
all walks of life and in eve&g we 
do. 

The  Fundamental  Souree 
Because there is a  fundamental cause 

back of man's unlimited  advancement, 
it is possible for each  and  everyone to 
draw  upon the  Infinite  source for ele- 
ments of thought,  bringing  ins iration 
and  guidance  from  a level wkch is 
more stable than  the  material world, 
and most certainly  more reliable. The 
m stic lives a  balanced life. This in- 
volves rational  thought  and behavior. 
He accepts the m a t e d  world for what 
it is, but  at  the same time learns the 
validity of the means by which  he can 
associate  himself intimately  with  the 
spiritual. 



In the stud of Rosicrucian mysti- 
cism, the stuLnt is helped to enjoy 
greater self-development. He can ex- 
perience growth regardless of physical 
or  environmental handicaps. He finds  a 
reason for life, and  strives to make life 
purposeful. He finds  a  remarkable 
abundance  in life. The  mystic does this 
by  appl ‘ng the concepts of his study 
to  his Z l y  living. He comes to have 
an  understanding of his destiny. He 
lives in  harmony with an infinite pow- 
er greater than himself, 
of which  he  is  an  integra 
growth, unfoldment,  
and experience, he 
noble, majestic, yet 
of the personality. 
timber, and  unlimited  life of a Rosicru- 
cian mystic. This is fulfilling the  pur- 
pose and reason for life. This is living 
courageously, fully,  and productively. 

The  real solution to the problems of 
life lies in  the  thinking  and the  attitude 
of individuals; and, of course, individ- 

uals com  ose the whole of society. Be- 
cause of [is mystical prowess, the stu- 
dent does what  he does from Divine 
inspiration. The  student “is  ta 
sipificance  and application of 
m c  and  natural laws which are found 
manifest in  the universe, around him, 
and  in himself.” He unites the conce ts 
of idealism into one livable philosopgy. 
As a result, and  with  the  understand- 
in which  is his, he comes to  realize 
sefi-mastership, the  value of knowled e 
and  e erience, and  the benefits to %e 
derive? from  creative  thought;  and, 

He knows that  he is responsible for the 
erhaps  what is even more  important, 

creation of his own destmy. 
Mystical and  spiritual values are  not 

unknown to him, for it is the endeavor 
of the mystic to build his being in  a 
mature  way to a level higher  than  the 
material, physical limitations about 
him, to the  point  where  he achieves 

w d  his Creator. 
pro  er relationship and  attunement 
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LONDON ROSICRUCIAN RALLY 
The Francis Bacon Chapter of AMORC in London  has  announced that  their  eighth 

annual United  Kingdom  Rally  has  been  scheduled for Saturday  and Sunday,  September 
5 and 6. They are extending  a  cordial invitation to all members in the United Kingdom 
to make plans to attend this Rally, at  the Victoria  Halls,  Bloomsbury  Square,  London, 
W.C. I. Rally Secretary: Mrs. J. S. Rolph, 36 Penberth Road,  London, S.E. 6. (For 
First Degree  initiation,  see  below.) 

For admission  to the  Temple  quarters on that day,  each  candidate must present his 
membership  card  and the  last monograph  received.  No  exceptions. 

LONDON INITIATION REMINDER 
Members in the British  Isles and vicinity are reminded that Temple Degree initiations 

are being  conferred by a  special Initiatory  Ritual Body in London. The initiations for 
the  First, Sixth,  Seventh,  Eighth,  and Ninth  Temple Degrees are scheduled  as  follows: 

First  Temple De gree............ September 5 Part I 2: 30 p.m. 
September 6 Part I1 1O:OO a.m. 

Sixth Temple  Degree ....__..._ September 13 2:30 p.m. 
Seventh Temple  Degrea ..... October 11 2:30 p.m. 
Eighth  Temple Degree ........ November 15 2:30 p.m. 
Ninth Temple  Degree ._.....___ December 13 2: 30 p.m. 

The address  where the initiations are to  be  given will be stipulated  when your reser- 
vation is acknowledged. 

Reservations  must be  received two weeks in advance at  the London Administration 
Office, Rosicrucian  Order, AMORC, 25 Garrick  Street,  London  W.C. 2, England.  Give 
your complete  name  and  address,  key number, and the number of the last  monograph 
you  received. The  initiation f e e  of E l  must accompany  your  reservation. 
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By WALTER ALLEN HARRIS 

HERE is a ower  which 
at times ena % les a  mortal 
to catch an echo of im- 
mortality - through mu- 
sic. This experience  does 
not  require any rofound 
depth of muslca P under- 
standing. It may even 
serve as some measure of 

compensation to those who  have  striven 
in vain  for musical  expression-as I 
have. 

When I was  eighteen I began  vocal 
lessons-not that I had  a voice, nor  up 
to then  any strong  urge toward  music. 
Singing was just  a nice, cultural outlet. 
But  almost at once I stepped into  a  new 
world-the  most allurin , the most en- 
chanting,  a world of suc % richness that 
all of life in comparison  became  mo- 
notonous. 

For a  time I even  made some  prog- 
ress in this  new world of song. After 
several  months my teacher remarked 
that m voice had improved more than 
that  oTany other pupil  she had  ever 
taught. But it probably had  had more 
room  to improve-from practically zero. 

For  a  few  months longer, some  prog- 
ress continued-and then one day I 
thought I really  was going to  have  a 
voice.  As I walked  along my home- 
town street, not  even  thmking about 
the  matter,  there suddenly  came  over 
me a  strange sensation-a conviction. 
Something  impressed me with, “You 
can smg!” 

I hunied home to the piano. I began 
to sing, and  my voice  flowed out as it 
had  never done before; it seemed al- 
most to  leap of its own accord from my 
throat,  and  with a finer  and  more  ring- 
ing tone. The other members of my 
family noticed and remarked  about  it. 

That freer  and  finer voice  continued 
for  several days, and even  improved. 
Then slowly  inexorably, a sinister, op- 
posing force began to creep in. I am not 
sure if basically it was physical or psy- 
cholo ‘cal, though I know it contained 
the  8ement of fear. I began to be 
afraid  that I could not mamtain this 
I314 1 

new  and, for me, wonderful voice- 
and I did not. At  the  next singing  lesson 
my voice  was  almost  back to  where it 
had been  before the miracle happened. 
I “took”  voice four  more  years,  but 
never was I able  to  fulfill that few-days’ 
promise. The door to  musical achieve- 
ment  had closed upon me forever, 

consolation in the  dought  that I did 
I have  tried, these ears since, to  find 

not  have  a singer’s h slque, or  a  mu- 
sical ear. Much o ? J e  time, I don’t 
have sufficient musical receptivity  even 
to get the fullest  enjoyment  from  hear- 
ing music.  Yet  most of us have  within 
ourselves  some  responsive  chord  which 
possibly on rare occasions of heightened 
emotion may be uickened by music to 
an intensity whi% is like  a door  open- 
ing  into  a  realm beyond this world. 

Long  ago when I was young I heard 
Tetrazzim sing. I did not know the 
Italian words of her opening  aria,  but 
the  beaut and power of her voice- 
starting d e  a  brilliant  point of sound 
and swelling, swelling, swelling until it 
filled the  huge aultorium  and  rang 
high in  the won r d e r s  like  a gor- 
geous,  olden  bell- d something to me 5 

which f will never forget. 



There is the Biblical account of how 
the Lord hid Moses in  the cleft of a 
rock while He assed  by, for no  man 
can look on Go$s face and live. There 
is the story in pa an mytholo of how 
Semele  rash1 seefing to beholgupiter’s 
heavenly  spLndors  was  by  their  radi- 
ance consumed to ashes. And there is 
the actual circumstance of how  our 
Southern poet and musician, Sidney 
Lanier,  was  as a youth sometimes so 
exalted  by a violin’s strains that  he 
would pass into a state of trance.  Mortal 
man can  endure  only a certain de ee 
of the  revelation of beauty-truth-&d. 
Beyond that point his mortality  cannot 
survive. 

That night  when I experienced that 
singing voice’s almost  overwhelming, 
almost  unbearable beauty, I myself ap- 

roached  somewhat near  that point. For 
seep  within  me I was quivering and 
laughing  and weeping, all at once. And 
something rose up within which  almost 
caused me  to c out, almost im elled 
me to  fling wi 7 e my arms  ancflyap 
out  with an exaltant  abandon  into h- 
itless s ace. Music  had at least partway 
openecfa  door for  me  that night-into  a 
realm of beauty almost  beyond  mor- 
tality. 

There was the time  when I heard a 
famous orchestra play  the Fifth Sym- 
phony by Tchaikovsky.  Tchaikovsky, 
the tormented Russian  composer  whose 
lifetime of grief and love, of anguish 
and exaltation,  was oured into  his  mu- 
sic. And  as I listenelto the symphony’s 
eloquent, throbbing  strains, above the 
conductor and musicians  a  voice  seemed 
to  rise and soar-the  voice of the music’s 
creator, whose soul dwelt in the music, 
singing  its grief and hope, its  fear  and 
final exaltation. I had  the sense of a 

living presence in the music-of its 
voice  speaking to me-its spirit  calling 
to my s irit. Music had opened another 
door, wiich permitted the  mortal lis- 
tener a  brief  contact with its immortal 
spirit  from across the  years  and be- 
yond the grave. 

When I was in college, there  was a 
girl who had  the best singing voice in  
school. The famous  professional  voices 
I have  heard since have  not been able 
to still the  memory of hers. The voice 
was not  only lovely in tone but revealed 
a sincerit of soul beyond that of most 
singers I lave ever listened to. She  had, 
I think, a  touch of the divine  fire.  She 
being  older than I, and in a more  ad- 
vanced  class, we hardly exchan  ed a 
word in  all  that time. She hardly %.new 
I existed. Yet  more than one  Sunda 
ni ht I slipped off from my own churci 
to%ers, to hear  her singing in the choir. 

the Ninety-First  Psalm. Of course Y I ad Of 
heard  the words all my life, and thought 
I understood their  meaning.  But my 
understanding  had been superficial. For 
that  ni  ht as  this  girl  sang the psalm, 
at the H ast, where the opening verse is 
repeated-“He that dwelleth in the 
secret place of the Most High  shall 
abide under  the shadow of the Al- 
mighty”-suddenly for  me a  door  a ain 
opened. I had a  glimpse into  the 8o ly  
of Holies. I knew then  the  true  mean- 
ing of those  words of the psalm, for I 
had  spiritually experienced it. 

Probably  few of us have  the  capacity 
for  repeated exaltations. Yet each of 
us, if we  listen with the  heart,  may at 
some  unexpected and  unfor  ettable mo- 
ment  have music lead us at east a little 
way  into  that region which  is the 
threshold to heaven. 

One night  she  sang a  solo-se 

V A V  

ATTENTION SCOTTISH MEMBERS 
St. Andrew  Chapter,  Glasgow, will hold its Annual Pyramid  Ceremony,  Sunday, 

Sept. 20, 2:OO p.m., at  Central Halls, 25, Bath St. Later  an Appellation Ceremony 
will take place. 

Please notify the Secretary, Mr. G. Rem, 63, Pitlochry Dr., Glasgow, S.W. 2, if 
you plan to  attend. 
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WORLD-WIDE  DIRECTORY 
(Listing is quarterly-Febrwy.  May,  August, November.) 

LODGES, CHAPTEES, AND PRONAOI OF THE A.M.O.R.C. CHARTERED IN  THE  UNITED STATES 
International  Jurisdiction of North, Central, snd  South America,  British  Commonwealth and Empire, 

France,  Switzerland,  Sweden,  and  Africa. 

ALASKA 

Ave. &s: Harold F. Wakefleld,  rdaster, 210 
Anchora e* Aurora  Borealis  Chapter  610-  6th 
24th  PI.,  Spenard. 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix:  Phoenix Cha ter. 1738 W.  Van  Buren 
St. Neva H. Shrout,  &ter. 917  W. Willetta  St. 
Tucson-  Dr  Charles  L  Tomlin  Cha  ter 135 S 
lidge. 
6th  Avi. &s. C. E.  IiacConnel, 3 4 8  E:  Black: 

CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield:  BakersAeld  Pronaos.  Elvera Y. 
Watts, Master, 2133 Roland St. 
Barstow.  Barstow  Pronaos  Esther  Clark Mas- 
ter, 24143 Chaparral  St., D k r t  Lake, %&. 
Belmont.  Peninsula  Chapter  Lind  Hall  Masonic 
Way.  Edith G. Doane, h t e r .  46 $air Oaks 
Lane,  Atherton. 
Desert  Hot S rin 8 :  Desert  Pronms.  Grady R. 
Thomas, Mast!er, s.0. Box 513, Jashua  Tree. 
Fresno.  Jacob  Boehme Cha ter  Ponderosa Ma- 
Master, d 2  Brentwood. 
eonic Tan le 11 San Pablo Xve: Ezra K. Lynch, 

Lancsster:  Laneaster  Pronaos.  Johnie  Bell 
Cline,  Master, 45444  N. 17th  St. W. 
Lona  Beach**  Abdiel  Lodge 2455 Atlantic Ave. 
Donald D. 'Lang,  Master, iooSl Aldgate Ave., 
Garden Grove. 
Los Angeles': Hermes  Lodge 148 N  Gramercy 
P1 Tel  HOilywood 5-1230. ri. E. H&s, U t e r .  
3li8 Ladlede  Ave. 
Oakland"  Oakland  Lodge 263 - 12th St. Wil- 
liam L.' Watson.  Master: 885 Bates Ave., El 
Cerrito. 

ter,  Route 1, Box 116-A, Ojal. 
Oxnard:  Oxnard Pmnms. Richard  Everett, mas- 

Pasadena:*  Akhnaton  Lodge, 20  N. Raymond 
Ave. Ettore  Da  Fano,  Master, 390 Northcliff Rd. 
Pomona:  Pomona  Chapter,  Knights of 
Hall 239 E  Holt Ave. Albert P &l%F$ 
Master. 1333' S. Halinor Ave., West'  Covin& 
Redding:  Redding  Pronaos.  W. 0. Ashmun, 
Master. P.O. Box 673, Central  Valley. 
Sacramenta.  Clement  B Le Brun  Chapter 
I.O.O.F.  Blhg.  Mrs.  Clyde W. Boyles.  Master: 
741-36th st. 
San Die o San  Diego  Cha  ter. 4567 - 30th  St. 
Thomas  %.:Harris,  Master. &34 Third Ave. 
Sau Francisco:*  Francis  Bacon  Lodge 1957 
Chestnut  St.,  Tel.  WEst 1-4778. Clareice H. 
Adams.  Master, 723 Rutland Ave. 
Santa Barbara:  Santa  Barbara  Pronaos. A. Ethel 
Dowsett,  Master, 1933 San  Andres  St. 
Santa Cruz: Santa  Cruz Pronaos. Paul J. Veatch, 
Master, 115 Trinity  St. 

Ward,  Master, 3740 Barnes  Rd. 
Santa Rosa: Santa  Rosa  Pronaos.  Edna W. 

Stockton- Stockton  Chapter 230 E  Fremont St. 
C. W. Cipeland,  Master, 64b Sargint St. 
Vallejo:  Valle o Pronaos.  Ralph 0. Bykerk, 
Master, 3108 dermosa  Dr., Napa. 
Van  Nu 8 :  Van  Nuys Cha ter 14312 Friar St. 
Robert 3. Hoye,  Master, 18724'De Garmo Ave., 
San Fernando. 
Whittier:  Whittier  Cha  ter, 1333 E.  2nd St. Mrs. 
Zane  Gibbons,  Master, %OS Halray Ave. 

COLORADO 

Doreen' W h i d l d ,  Idaster, 2 6 i  Dehware 'St. 
Denver. Rock  Mountain  Cha ter 1725 E Evans. 

CONNECTICUT 
Brid  eport'  Bridge rt Pronaos  Donald L Mc- 

Hartford:  Hartford  Pronaos.  June  K.  Kitson, 
C d a n d ,  &aster, Cedric Aie..  Derby, bnn. 
Master, 86 Theodore St.. Newington ll. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington:  George  Washington  Carver Cha ter. 
I O   O F  Hall  9th & T  St  N  W  Albert  Ells- 
WoAh ianife;,  Master, 21 -'b3rd St., S.E. 

Adele  Lois  Beck, Mastei., 1763 Cuiumbla  Rd., 
Thomas  Jefferson  Chapter 44u) a n n  Ave., N W. 
N.W., Apt. 33. 

FLORIDA 
Fort  Landerdale-  Fort  Lauderdale  Chapter 401 
S . 1  21st  St. Eigenie  Francis  Findlay, M&ter, 
2401 Bimini  Lane. 
Miami' Miami Chapter 3201 N.W 30th St 
Theodire  T.  Paneque, kster. 6.24 N.W. 191st St.: 
North Miami. 
Orlando:  Orlando  Pronaos. Rufus J. Eastman, 
Master.  Rt. 4. Box 408. 
St. Petersbur  St  Petersburg  Chapter Toffe- 
Huff. Sr., Ikaster, P.O. %x 6062. 
netti  Hotel &d Si. & 1st Ave.  N. A h t i n  M. 

Tam a* Aquarian  Chapter 105%  Zack St. Xarion 
T.  Zdders,  Master, 312d h w n l n g  SL, Clear- 
water. 

HAWAII 
Honolulu:  Honolulu  Pronaos. Eva Id. Haywood, 
Master, 2551 Waolani Ave. 

IDAHO 
Boise:  Boise pronaos. Ida  H. Roberta.  Master, 
Rt. 1, Eagle. 

ILLINOIS 

Tel.  #V&glade 4-8627. f&ph A. belgado, MaiI 
Chica 0.. Nefertitt  Lod  e 2539 N  Kedzie Ave 
ter, 341  N. Parkside. 
Springfield:  Springfield  Pronms. Lome Lock- 
wood,  Master,  Rt. 3, Taylorvilla 

INDIANA 

Nevius,  Master, 501 Monroe Ave. 
Evansville:  Evansville  Pronaos.  Allen  Raymond 

Ray,  Master, 1835 Wheeler St. 
Fort  Wayne:  Fort  Wayne  Pronaos.  Donna B. 

Gary:  Gary  Pronaos.  Rafael  Cadena,  Master, 
P.O. Box 588, 

Bldg., ZN. HamilJon L e .  Bertha  vtetzei, M;CS: 
Indiana  olis.  Indiana  olis  Chapter 10.0 F 
ter, 7050 S. MendIan  St. 
South  Bend. Ma Banks-Stacey  Chapter 519 S 
St. Joseph  St.  &y 0. Gibbons,  Master:  Rt. 2; 
Box 349, Edwardsburg, Mi& 

IOWA 
Davenport:  Davenport P r o m a  John R. Gerdes, 
Master,  Rt. 5, Box 170. 

KANSAS 
Wichita:  Wichita  Pronaos.  Zelda Xaxwell, Xas- 
ter,  Wcst  Side  Station,  Box 2461. 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore:* John O'Donnell  Lodge, 225 W. Sara- 
toga St. Frank M. Babula,  Master, 5912 Win- 
thrope Ave. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Gainsborough  Bld  29?Huntingtoh Ave.  Wil: 
Boston:*  Joohannes  Kel ius  Lodge Room 306 
liam B. Sullivan, gas t e r ,  389 Woburn St., Lex- 
ington. 
Springfield.  Sprin  eld  Pronaos. Nrs. Lesley 
Teren, Mas-ter. 17 g o d s i d e  Terrace. 

(Directory  Continued  on  Next  Page) 



DZICHIGAN OREGON 
Detroit.*  Thebes  Lodge 616 W  Hancock Ave. 
James W. Padden, Mast'er. 15423 Minock. 
Flint. Moria El  Chapter 1433 Mable Ave Carl 
Stahl,. Master, 5987 Two Mile Rd.,  Bay  Ciiy. 
Grand  Rapids:  Grand  Rapids  Pronaos.  E.  L. 
Klaiber,  Master, 555 Rosewood Ave., S.E. 
Lansing.  Leonard0  da Vinci Cha ter 603 S. 
Washington. Milo D. Cook, Master, fO9 Vance St, 

MINNESOTA 

Portland:*  Enneadic  Star  Lodge, 2712 S.E. Sal- 
mon. Roland D. Burton,  Master, 6625 S.E. 39th 
Ave. 
Roseburp:  Roseburg  Pronaos.  T. M. Tankersley, 
Master, Star Route,  Box 132, Winston, Ore. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown:  Allentown, Cha ter.  Masonic  'Temple 
1524 Linden  St.  Mirlam E. Berry,  Master, 326 
Hanover  St.,  Bethlehem. 

Minneapolis'  Essene  Chapter 89 S 10th  St.  Clair  Lancaster:  Lancaster  Pronaos.  Virginia E. Sny- 
B. Marshall,' Master,  Rt. 2, L a k e h e .  der,  Master, 221 E.  Orange  St. 

Philadelphia.'  Benjamin  Franklin  Lod  e 1303 
Kansas  City:  Kansas  City  Chapter, 3827 Main St. Ave., 2nd rear, W.  Oak  Lane. 

W.  Girard  Aie.  Roy Muken. Master,  791f6gontz 

Terrace. 
Saint  Louis.  Saint  Louis  Chapter  Roosevelt  Farlson  Sq. 

Diamond St., N.S. AlberY E. Firth,  Mister, 547 
Hotel,  Delmar & Euclid Ave. J. G. 'Huffstutler, 
Master. 4517 Fam Ave. PUERTO  RICO 

MISSOURI 

Mrs. Karl  R. Hille.  Master, 7205 E. 107th St.  Pittsburgh**  First perms lvania  Lodge 615 W, 

MONTANA 
Billing#:  Billin s Pronaos.  Jean B. Eller,  Mas- ter' Cristobal "Ion 104-F' 

Arecibo:  Arecibo  Chapter.  Bernard0  Cortes, Mas- 

ter, 4424 State X e .  Mayaguez:  Mayaguez  Pronaos.  Maria D. Rami- 
Missoula:  Missoula  Pronaos.  Albert  Hendrick- De Lopez* Master* 
son,  Master, Rt.  1, Oak  St.  Ponce:  Ponce  Chapter, 65 Hostos Ave. Victoria Castaign  Quintero,  Master, P.O. Box 310. 

Omaha:  Omaha  Pronaos. A. C. Strohecker,  Mas-  Leon Ave. 1658, Stop 24. Isabel  Mezquida  de 
Santurce:'  Luz  de AMORC Lodge  Ponce  de 

ter.  Hotel  Rome. Nun,  Master,  Apartado 8716. 

U s  Vegas: Las Vegas  Pronaos.  David  E.  Dodg-  RHODE  ISLAND 
Field. 

NEBRASKA 

NEVADA 

son* Master, c/o Transocean Airlines, McCarran Providence:  Roger  Williams  Chapter,  Sheraton- 

NEW  JERSEY 
Biltmore  Hotel.  Rosealma  Hanson,  Master, 58 
Union  St.,  Woonsocket. 

Newark: H. Spencer Lewis  Chapter, 84 Clinton 
Ave. Herman A. Clott.  Master, 6121 Broadway, 
West New  York,  New  Jersey. 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque.  Albu  uerque  Chapter 1231% Broad- 
way S.E 0. M. kenslay,  Maste;, 9709 Clare- 
monk  A&., N.E. 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo: Rama  Chapter, 34 Elam  Place.  Ronald 
W.  Rowe  Master 19 Russell Ave 
Lone  Isiand:  Sinrise  Chanter.  'Amer.  Lekion 
Post No 1718  241 Rushmore 'Ave., Carle-PI. 
Ethel MLWilli& Master, 50 West  Asbury Ave., 
Westbury. L. I., New York. 
New Rochelle:  Thomas  Paine  Chapter  Masonic 
Temple  LeCount PI George  Edward  'Swanson, 
Master,' 184 Ursula PI., Stamford, Conn. 
New York:' New York  City  Lodge Fisk  Bldg., 
250 W 67th St  Suite 814 Duffie Jbhnson Mas- 
ter.  Bbx 111. Villaee Sta.'. 150 Christouhe;  St. 

TEXAS 
Amarillo:  Amarillo  Pronaos.  Lenora  Triplett, 
Master, P.O. Box 45. 
Austin:  Austin  Pronaos.  Neal A. B o t h e r ,  Mas- 
ter, 1139 Gillespie PI. 
Beeville:  Beevilie  Pronaos. S. G. Cleveland, Mas- 
ter, Box 1145. 
Cor us Cbristi: Cor us Christi  Pronaos.  Ernest 
D. &x,  Master. 574b)Hwy. 9. 
Dallas.  Triangle  Chapter 1921% Greenville Ave. 
Arthur' C. Maxcy, Master', 4423 Southcrest  Rd. 
El  Paso: El Paso  Pronaos. G. A. Warren,  Mas- 
ter, 7875 Montecito  Dr. 
Fort  Worth: Fort Worth  Pronaos.  Roy  R.  Bey- 
er,  Master, 4816 Trall  Lake Dr. 
Hidalgo'  Hidal o Pronaos.  Dolores  R.  Alonso, 
Master,  Box  268 
Houston.  Houston  Chapter Y.W.C A. Bldg.  Mrs. 
S. M. Cintey,  Master, 4138' Glenshbe. 

Rochester:  Rochester  Chapter  Malta  Temple 217 San  Antonio:  San  Antonio  Pronaos.  Wallace  H. 
Lake Ave. Raymond M. G;aham, Master,' 186 Jacques.  Master, 730 John  Page Dr. 
Fulton Ave. Wichita  Falls:  Wichita  Falls  Pronaos. Guy Sin- 

NORTH CAROLINA clair,  Master, 2905 Ozark  St. 
Fayetteville.  Atlantean  Chapter 318 Alexander UTAH 
St. C. H.  johnson, Jr., Master,'P.O. Box 308. 

OHIO 
Salt  Lake  City:  Salt  Lake  City  Chapter, New- 
house  Hotel.  Gretchen McClintock, Master. 279 

Canton:  Canton  Pronaos.  Menous C. Adams, 7th E. 
Master, 4168 Helmick Ave.. Barberton. 
Cincinnati:  Cincinnati  Chapter, 148 W. 5th  St. xona B, Carroll, Master,  The ~ i ~ ~ ~ l ~ ,  524 E. Kennewick:  Tri-Cities  Pronaos.  Thomas M. Hall, 
4th St. Master, 120 S.  Fillmore. 

WASHINGTON 

Cleveland: Cleveland  Chapter,  ~~~~i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ,  Seattie:: Michael  Maier  Lodge,  Wintonia  Hotel. 
36th & Euciid Ave. John  Kafer,  Master, 10787 f ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 6 s .  Bennett, 423 Denny way. 
State  Rd.,  Rt. 2. 

columbus' Herbert H .  Clifton, Chapter Master,'2443 697 Mecca High Rd. St' Riversid; Ave. John H.  Aylor, $as&,  1848 E. 
Spokane.  Spokane  Pyramid Cha ter W 1203 

Dayton'  Elbert  Hubbard  Chapter 15 S. Jeffer- 
12th Ave. 

son St, '  earl H. ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  Mr$ter, 945 H ~ ~ -  Tacoma:  Takhoma  Chapter, 508 - 6th Ave. Doro- 
vard Blvd. thy B. Larson,  Master, 1206 N. Laurence. 
Younpstown:  Youngstown  Chapter, 269% W. WISCONSIN 
Federal  St. Veronica Hernandes,  Master. 612 Milwaukee. Karnak Cha ter 427 National 
Lexington Ave. Ave. Fredkrick  Gustave &&It. Mastir. 3628  W. 

OKLAHOMA Sarnow  St. 
.. 

Oklahoma  City:  Amenhotep  Chapter,  Rm. 318, 
Y.W.C.A. Bidg.  Walter L. Kordis,  Master, 3016 
S.W. 28th. 
Tulsa- Tulsa  Chapter 919 S Cheyenne  Aurora ter," N' Loa& No.  36, I.O.O.F. Hall. '  Wcmdrow b. Kehl, 
Master. 716 North  Xenophon.  (*Initiations  are  performed.) 

Casper. Cas er Pronaos.  H. H.  Frundell. Mas- 
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LODGES, CHAPTERS, AND PRONAOI OF  THE A.M.O.R.C. CHARTERED  IN VARIOUS  NATIONS 
OF  TIIE  WOBLD, AS INDICATED. 

ALGERIA 
Oran:  Harmony  Pronaos. Nicolas Starace, Mas- 
ter, 4, rue  Emile  Petit. 

Buenos  Alres.  Buenos  Aires Cha ter Calle Char- 
lone 76. Carmen  Laura V. de  BioAigi,  Master, 
Casilla 1676, Correo Central. 

ARGENTINA 

AUSTRALIA 
Adelaide:  Adelaide  Chapter,  Builders & Contrac- 
tors  Assn., 17 Weymouth  St. A. B. Mansfield, 
Master 1 Rosemont  St Norwood S. Aus 
BrisbaAe: Brisbane  Chzpter, P.O. 'Box 101: North 
Melbourne:  Harmony  Chapter, 31 Victoria  St. 
Quay. Mrs. Elizabeth  Dammerboer, Master. 
Dorothy  Meyer,  Master, 21 Elimatta  Rd.,  Carne- 
geweastle:  Newcastle  Pronaos.  R. H. Bull, 
Master,  P.O.  Box 61, Newcastle  West N S.W 
Perth:  Lemuria  Pronaos. David Mon'ro,'Masier, 
10 Pearse  St., N. Fremantle, W. Aus. 
Sydne . Sydney  Chapter I.O.O.F. Hall,  Box 
G.P.O.,  Sydney, N.S.W. 
4752, 8:P.O.  John O'DonAell, Master, Box 451, 

ie  S.E. 9,  Vic. 

BELGIAN CONGO 
L6opoldville: H. Spencer  Lewis  Chapter.  Georges 
Mata.  Master.  Boite  Postale 1371. 

BELGIUM 
Brussels:  San Josh Pronaos.  Suzanne  de  Ruyter, 
La LoLviere:  Empedocle'  Pronaos. Jean Kairet, 
Master 49 Ave Jottrand  St-Josse. 

Lihge:  Nodm  Pronaos.  Maurlce  Hemmer, Mas- 
Master, 28 Rue  du  Spinois, Gosselies. 
ter, 75 Rue  des  Grands Champs. 

BRAZIL 
Grand  Lodge of Brazil:  Rua  General  Rodriguez 
35 Rocha  Rio  de  Janeiro  Mailing  address: 
C+a Postal 4914, Rio  de  Jineiro. 
Belem. B e l h  Chapter  Trav  Joaquim  Tavora 
308. Jbao  Batista Cord&o de Melo, Master, P.O. 
Box 914. 
Rio  de  Janeiro:*  Rio  de  Janeiro  Lodge,  Rua 
Goncalves Crespo 48. Olga Pedrano,  Master, 
Caja  Postal 5345. 
144, Hall 806. Oswaldo Sibille, Master,  Caixa 
SLo Paulo:* SLo Paulo  Lodge, Rua  Santo  Andre 
Postal 4973. 

BRITISH EAST  AFRICA 
Nairobi,  Kenya: Nairobi  Pronaos.  Miss,M. S. 
Timpson,  Master, P.O. Box 1903, Embakasl. 

BRITISH GUIANA 
Georgetown:  Georgetown  Pronaos.  Alfred  Kil- 
kenny,  Master,  West  Bent  St.,  Wortmanvllle. 

BRITISH  WEST AFRICA  (NIGERIA) 
Aba:  Aba  Pronaos. 0. Ikpeme,  Master, St. 
George's School,  Box 105. 
Accra (Ghana): Accra Pronaos.  John  Christian 
Calabar. A ollonius  Chapter  Henshaw  Town 
Coleman, Master,  P.O. Box 06, Chrlstiansborg. 
School. 'Adi ia  Chuke,  Master,'P.O. Box 322. 
Enuau:  Enuau  Pronaos. M. F. Sibi. Master. Gen- 

store. 
Warri.  Warn  Pronaos.  W. A. Omacheye  Mas- 
Yaba:  Yaba,  Chapter,  The  Ladi  Lak  Institute 
ter, P:O. Box 242.  30 Odion Rd.,  Alder's  Tbwn. 
68 Akiwunml  St. A. Oguntade,  Master, 18 Mcl 
Neil Rd. 
Zaria: Zaxia Pronaos.  E. D. Abbey,  Master, 
E. C.  N. 

Bridgetown,  Barbados:  Barbados  Chapter "Not- 
ten"  Passage  Rd.,  St. Michael. R. A. 'Hunte, 
Master,  Fine  Rd. 
Kingston Jamaica.. Saint  Christo  her  Chapter 
ForresteGs  Hall il North  St., &. Waldema; 
McErnest  Grant:  Master, 1 Slipe  Rd.,  Upstalrs 
Room 10. 
Port-of-Spain  Trinidad.  Port-of-Spain  Pronaos. 
Mrs. Y. Vespb,  Master,'No. 4 Roseway PI.. Bel- 

BRITISH  WEST  INDIES 

mont. 
St. George's, Grenada: St. George's  Pronaos. 
Denis L. Malins-Smith.  Master. 

CANADA 
Belleville, 0nt.i  Quinte  Pronaos.  L. A. Sayer, 
Master 8 Dunklrk Ave Kingston  Ont. 
Cal ar; Alta.:  CalgaG  Chapter' 421 - 12th  St. 
N . 8 .  Qalda  Kavaner,  Master, 924'- 14th Ave.,  W: 

Edmonton,  Alta.: Ft .  Edmonton  Chapter, 10169 
Lq31-d St.  James G. Zahar.  Master, 11306 - 56th 
Hamilton,  Ont.:  Hamilton  Chapter, 194 Main St. 
Margaret  Richards,  Master, 99 E. 39th St., Mt. 
Hamilton. 
London  Ont.:  London  Pronaos.  Gertrude E. 
Montr6al Qu$.:  Mt Royal ' Chapter  Victoria 
Grieve 'Master 323 Emery  St 
Hall,  Wistmount.  Afthur A. Wardrob,  Master, 
121 Berkley Ave St.  Lambert Que. 
Ottawa  Ont.: Oytawa Pronaoi  Henry C. James. 
Master' 174 Bayswater Ave 
Regina'  Sask.:  Regina  Prbnaos.  Larry Glover, 
Master' 4720 - 4th Ave. 

Edythe 'M. Dakin  Master 2& Sutherland  Dr. 
Toront6 Ont.:* Toronto Lod e, 2249 Yonge  St. 
Vancouver, B. C::* Vanc'ouver Lodge, 805 W 
23rd  Ave. Thomas  Charles  Eden,  Master, lO8i 
E. 40th  Ave. 
Whitby  Ont.:  Whitby  Pronaos.  Cyril  Bucksey, 
Windsor Ont.:  Wi,ndsor Chapter 808 Marion 
Master,'603  Gilbert  St., W. 
Ave. Jo'sephine  Caliglurl  Master 'c/o The Gen- 
Winnipeg Man.: Charles  Dana  Dean  Chapter 
asco Co 1218  Moy  Ave. 'at Giles.' 
Royal  Tefnplar  Hall, 360 Young  St. Mrs. J. W: 
Clark,  Master. 250  Garfield St. 

D L .  

CENTRAL  AFRICA 
naos.  R.  Harris,  Master, 29 Lancaster Ave.. 
B u l a w a p  Southern  Rhodesia:  Bulawayo  Pro- 

Salisbury,  Southern  Rhodesia:  Salisbury  Prona- 
Hillcrest. 

os. Raymond  Green,  Master,  P.O. Box 1500. 
CEYLON 

Colombo:  Colombo Pronaos. A. ,L. Jayasuriya, 
Master, No. 1 Pathiba  Rd.,  Nr.  Xlrula  Rd. 

CHILE 
Santia o:* Tell-El-Amama  Lodge, Calle Purisi- 
ma 23!, San  Diego 224-G. Leone1 Torres G. H.. 

Viira del Mar: Vifia del  Mar  Pronaos.  Guiller- 
Master,  Clasificador 586. 
mina B. Labarca,  Master,  Casilla 356, Quillota. 

COLOMBIA 
Barran  uilla  Atlantico.  Barranquilla  Chapter, 
Calle 31 No.', 45-21, Altds,  A artamentos 9 10. 
R. A. Hechelme,  Master, C a i e  65 No. 41-5l 

ci JBA 
Cama  uey:  Camagtiey  Chapter,  Calle C. Entre 2 
Y 4  fieparto Guernica.  Jose A. Soto,  Master, 
Apartado 145. 
Cardenas  Matamas'  Cgrdenas  Pronaos Aniceto 
D. Lopez) Comans  Master  Phinney 670 
Ciego de  Avila' Menfis dhapter Chicho Valdes 
Nr  52 Este  Esiuina A  Del  ado. 'Laura A. Lopez 
Mehina  Master  Apariado $849 
Cienfue'gos: Ciehfuegos Chapte;, Gacel 70. J. M. 
Garcia  Master,  Cuartel 136-A. 
Guantknamo. Jose Martf  Chapter  Orden Cabal- 
leros  de la 'Luz Calle  Prado 45j. Jose Mejias 
Lopez V.,  Maste;, Apartado 158. 
Havana.' Lag0 Moeris  Lodge Masonic Temple 
Santa  Emilia 416, Altos  Santbs SuArez. S. M: 
Hechavarria,  Master,  Apartado 1338. 
M?rfi. Roberto  Fuentes Solls, Master,  Apartado 
Hol uin.  Oriente  Chapter,  ,Guiteras  esq. a J. 
LUX. 
Manzanillo, Oriente: Manzanillo Pronaos.  Felix 
A. Rosales G Master, Calle Dolores No.  38. 
Matanzas:  Matanzas  Chapter, Gen. Betancourt 
Rpto. Vasquez:' 
$ 7 A a + s ~ ~ ; 9  Alonao Gonzalez. Master,  Apartado - "-"~ "". 
Morbn:  Osiris  Pronaos.  Jesus Evelio Ruiz  Pons, 
Master,  Narciso  Lopez 72. 
Santa  Clara:  Santa  Clara  Chapter.  Florentino 
LoDez Rios.  Master.  Calle J. No.  103. Reuarto  Sta. 
Caialina. . 
Santiago: q$io olis  Chapter  "Logia  Fraterni- 
dad No 1 &le Desiderib  Fajardo.  David 
Conde R., Master,  Apartado 415. 

. -  

DENMARK AND  NORWAY 
mark  and  Norwa  Arthur  Sundstrup,  Grand 
Copenhagen:* The AMORC Grand  Lodge  of  Den- 
Master.  Vester  Vordaade 104. - 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Cuidad  Trujillo:  Santo  Doming0  Chapter  Edi- 
ficio  Copello, Apartado 401. Ramon A. 'Bias ,  
Master, Box 733. 

ECUADOR 
Guayaqnil'  Guayaquil  Cha  ter  Calle Chimborazo 
No. 405 y Aguirre. Geo. $. dornejo M., Master, 
Apartado 4913. 
Quito:  Quito  Pronaos. J. Enrique Mancero, Mas- 
ter,  Casllla 2328. 
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EGYPT . ~~ - 

Antikhana.  Zaki $. El-Azizi, Master, 130 Misr- 
Cairo: Cheops  Cha ter, 10 El  Nabarawi  St.  near 
Walsadan  St. 

EL SALVADOR 
San  ,Salvador:  San  Salvador  Chapter, Calle Con- 
cepclon 158. Max MeJla  Vldes, Master,  Juan 
Mora 445, Col. Costa Rica. 

ENGLAND 
The AMORC Grand  Lodge of Great  Britain  Ray- 
mund  Andrea  Grand  Master, 34 Bayswater'  Ave., 
Birmmgham.  Blrmlngham  Chapter  Im  erial  Ho- 
Westbury  Paik,,  Bristol 6. 
tel. J. Dixdn,  Master, 39 Edgbaston kid., Seth- 
wick 41, Staff, 
Brighton. B n  hton  Pronaos Mrs. N.  A. Smith, 
Master, i Rotins  Dr., Aldwick, Bognor  Rlgls, 
g,,, 
&wieh. Ipswich  Pronaos. P H. Barlow, Mas- 
Le&:  Joseph  Priestie  Cha  ter,  Church Tnsti- 
ter 30 bid Nelson St.  Lowestbft. 

wyn''  19 Moorway, Tranmere  Park,  Guiseiey,  via 
tute  5 Albion P1 E. $ Sutcyiffe Master Wel- 
Leeds,  Yorkshlre. 
Liverpool:  Pythagoras Cha ter  Princes  Gate As- 
sembly  Hall, c/o Baptist  Ehuich,  Princes Blvd. 
E. Rosa  Hards,  Master, 17 Orford  Green,  Orford, 
London.  Francis Bacon Chapter  Institute of 
Warrington.  Lanes. 

ter. 70 Marsala  Rd.,  Lewlsham,  London S.E. 13. 
Journalists, 2-4 Tudor St., R.  E.  Hawkins, Mas- 

Rosicrucian  Administrative  Office 25 Garrick  St,, 
London W.C. 2.  Open  Monday through  Fridoy, 
9:oO a.m. to 4:OO p.m. Allan M. Campbell, Di- 
rector. 
Manchester:  John  Dalton  Cha  ter, 94-96 Gros- 
venor  St. All Saints.  Kennet\  Slack,  Master, 
63 KingsGa N Warrington,  Lanes 
Nelson:  Negon*'Pronaos.  Charles R: Cain, Mas- 
ter.  3  Percy  St. 
Newcastle-on-Tyne:  Newcastle-on-Tyne  Pronaos. 
S McMurdo Master 13 Otterburn Ave. Gosforth 
Nottin  ham!  Byron'  Chapter  Unitariah Church' 
H&I ,%avement.  Henry Vidtor Janes  Master: 

~ """ 

elgate  Dr.,  Mackworth  Est.,  Derby: 
FRANCE 

betta  Villeneuve-Sang-Georges  (Selne-et-Olse). 
French  Grand  Lodge  of AMORC, 56  Rue,  Gam- 
AnFers  (Malne-et-Loire).  Alden  Pronaos.  Henri 
Calllaud,  Master, 36 Rue'  la Roe. 
Angouleme  (CharenteMaritime) . Isis  Pronaos. 
Eliane  Antier.  Master, 68 Rue  de  Montmoreau 
Besanoon  (Doubs):  Akhenaton  Pronaos.  Georgeite 
Jeannenot,  Master 16 Rue  du Clos  Munier. 
Bordeau  (Glrondei.  Leonard  de Vinci Pronaos 
Roux  Begles. 
Marcel Merschardt.'Master, 28 Rue  du Professeu; 
Can&  (Alpes-Maritimes) : Cannes  RoseCroix 
Pronaos.  Jean  Champ,  Master, Val Fleuri,  Cros 
Ciermont-Ferrand (Py de  Dame):  Heraclite 
de Capnes. 

Grande  Bretagne. 
Pronaos.  Angeline Gu&, Master, 17  Ave. de 

Master,  Institutrice a Domene. 
Grenoble  (IsBre) : Essor  Pronaos.  Andrea  Becker, 
Lille  (Nord):  Descartes  Chapter.  Maurice Van- 
Gpbussche,  Master, 57 Rue  Nationale,  Pont-a- 
marcq. 
Lyon  (Rh8ne):  Lumiere  Pronaos.  Jean  Henri 
Lance,  Master,  Le  Grand  Chatenay,  Tignieu, 
IsPre 
Marieille  (Bouches-du-RMne) ' La  Provence Mys- 
tique  Chapter.  Irene Moglia, 'Master, 270 Boule- 
vard Baille. 
Metz (Moselle):  Frees  Pronaos.  Juliette  Bens 
Master 39 Route  de  Pont-h-Mousson, Montigny: 
les-Mek. 
Montlupon (Allier) : Jacob  Boehme  Pronaos.  Leon 
Bordelais,  Master, 35 Rue  Victor  Considerant 
Mulhouse  (Haut-Rhin) . Balzac Pronaos  Eugene 
Nice (Aipes-Maritimes) : Verdier Pron'aos. Georges 
Morgen  Master 42 Rue  Saint-Louis  Huninge 
Veglia  Master 36 Blvd  Corbella. 
Deleuze Master 6 rue  Barb&  $eaucalre. 
Nimes'  (Gard) .' Claude' Debuss  Pronaos.  Louis 
Paris: $,ann, Guesdon  Chapter, 71 bis  Rue  de 
Condamme.  Mane  Meynard,  Master, 52 Rue  des 
RPOlC.. - -. . " . 
Pau (Basses-PyrBnBes) : Pyrenees-Ocean  Pronaos. 
Robert Carmouze, Master, Caste1  Agla-Chemin 
du loup. 
Perigueux  (Dordogne) : Plato  Pronaos.  Jacques 
Luriaud  Master 25 Rue  Carnot 
Rochefoh-sur-Mkr  (Charente-Maritime) : DOsiris 
Pronaos.  Jean Mercler, Master,  Chirurgien-Den- 
tiste. Gemozac. 
Saint-Etienne  (Loire) : Jacob  Boehme  Pronaos. 
Jean Riviere,  Master, 104 Boulevard  de  Courtais, 
Montlucon, Allier. 

Strasbourg  (Bas-Rhin) : Galilee Pronaos.  Louis 
Cognet &taster 6 Rue  d'Eckbolsheim.  Strasbourg 
Toulon War) .  Toulon Pronaos  Francis  Louis, 
Montagne-Vert;. 
Master,  Route'  de  la  Giere,  Sanaty-sur-Mer. 
Toulouse  (Haute-Garonne) : Amenhote IV Pro- 
naos.  David  Benetza  Master 52 Rue  Sharaon. 
Vichy (Alller) Phhagorai  Pronaos. Marie 

FRENCH  EQUATORIAL  AFRICA 
Chatirol,  Master', 72 Route  de  Creuzier. 

Fort-Lamy  Tchad:  Copernic  Pronaos.  Antoine 
Atchekpe has te r  B P. 301. 
Port-Genkl Gadon.' Amenhotep  IV  Pronaos 
Gregoire  dAlmeida,'  Master,  Boite  Postale No: 
222. 

FRENCH  WEST  AFRICA 
Yves NLdaud Master'  Service Meteorologique. 
Abidjan  Ivory  Coast.  Raymond  Lulle  Chapter 
Atar,  Mauritinia:  Milhael  Maier  Pronaos.  Rene 
Sidney, Master, S.M.B. 

%b%?  d:%$jio, Master,  B P No. 18,  Odienne. 
Coast:  Robert  Fludd  Pronaos. 

Dakar  Senegal:  Martinez  de  Pasqually  Pronaos. 
Nelso; Prince  Master,  Instituteur, Ecole de 
Garcons,  Rufishue. 
Dimbokro  Ivory  Coast.  Aurore  Pronaos.  Fabien 
Pango.  daster,  Ligue  he  la  Jeunesse  Africaine, 
Parakou  Dahomey: Spinoza Pronaos.  Benoit 
Boite  Postale 123. 
Dossou kovo,  AdJoint  Technique  des  T.P. 
Ajavok  Master, s / c  T.E.A., U.A.C., Lid.,  Boite 
Lomg Togo.  Francls Bacon Chapter  Daniel 
Postale 345. 

GERMANY 
AMORC (17b) Ueberlingen am Bodensee, Gold- 
Berlln  Frankfurt  Hamburg  Herdelberg Munich 
bacher  htrasse 47, West  German 

ficial  Rosicrucian  groups  in  these  cities,  please 
Nuernberg,  Stutthart:  For IAformation ;bout of: 
write to the  Grand  Lodge  office, above. 

GUATEMALA 
Gnatemala: Zama Chapter.  Logia Masonica. 6 
Ave. A, 4-51. H. Enrlque  Morales,  Master, 
Avenida Bollvar 25-84. 

HAITI 
Cap-Haitien:  Cap-Haitien  Chapter, L a  Ginguette. 
Port-au-Prince:*  Martinez  de  Pasqually  Lodge 
Ceasar M. Muller,  Master. 
Maison Monnm et  Bauduy.  Grand  Rue.  Josepd 
Pratt,  Master, P.O.  Box 1033. 

HOLLAND 
Den  Haag:*  (The  Hague) De Rozekruisers  Orde 
Pistonus,  Grand  Master,  Post'bus 2016. 
Groot-,Loge der  Nederlanden  H.  Th. VerkerG 

HONDURAS 
tad0 Postal 572. M. Luisa,  Wulf. Mester. 
Sari Pedro Sula: San  Pedro  Sula Chapter,  Apar- 
Teguclgalp,a, D.C.: Francmo Morazan Chapter 
Plants  BaJa del Templo Masonico de  la Logis: 
I ualdad No. 1. Victor M. Padilla,  Master,  Barrio 
6 n  Rafael. 

INDIA 
Bombay:  Bombay  Pronaos.  Mehta  House  5th 
Floor 79/91 Apollo St  Fort. M P. Polson, Mas- 
ter, 25 Colaba Chambkrs. Colaba. 

INDONESIA 
Djakarta  Java.  Grand  Lodge of  AMORC. Tjia 
Von  Tja;, Graid  Master,  Menteng  Raya 24E. 

IRELAND  (NORTHERN) 
Belfast:  Belfast  Pronaos.  John  Beggs,  Master, 
110 Mount St.,  Wwdstack  Rd. 

Rome:  Grand  Lodge  of AMORC. Giuseppe Cas- 
Sara, Jr., Grand  Master,  via  del Corso 303. 

ITALY 

MADAGASCAR 
Antsirabe:  Antsirabe  Pronaos.  Georges  L'Hou- 
meau,  Master  Route  d'Andlanobe. 
jak,  Master,  Bolte  Postale 1426. 
Tananarwe:  'rananarive  Pronaos.  Stephane Wo- 

MALAYA 
Singapore:  Singapore  Pronaos.  Roland  Park, 
Rd. 
Master,  5  Dairy  Farm  Rd.,  9%  ma.  Buklt  Tlmah 

Juarez Chih.: Juarez  Pmnaos  Edilberto Colom 
Mexic;, D.F. :i Queizalcoatl  Lodge,' Calle de Me- 
Bruno  'Master Ave Juarea 465 N 
rida 105.  Ma. Roberto  Zardo,  Master,  Apartado 
P n d r l  9 ' K K  

Monclova  Coah.:  Monclova Pronaos  Zorinda R. 
Eiguezabil,  Master, Col. Guadalupe'37. 

- ll.l. 
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Monterre  N L.:' Monterrey  Lodge  Felix U 
Gomez d;. 3i3. Jaime J. Garza,  Maker, Apar: 
tado 2017. 
Nueva Rosita,  Coah:  Rosita  Pronaos.  P.,Chacon 
F., Master, Ave. Morelos 17, Col. Comerclal. 
Nuevo  Laredo  Tamps.: Nuevo Laredo  Chapter 
Enrique G. Mdtinez  Master  Apartado  Postal 373: 
Puebla  Pue.:  Toiatiuh  Pionaos. M. L u i s  C. 
Tamplco,  Tamps.:  Tambico  Pronaoi. Esther L. 
Vda de) Gracida,  Master 7 Norte 201 Altos. 

de  Reyna  Master  Laguna 1020 Pte. 
Veracruz  'Ver.:  Zbroastro  Pronaos. G. Hernandez, 
Master,  kolombia 17. 

MOROCCO 
Casablanca. Nova Atlantis  Lodge  Boite  Postale 
6075. Luciin  Metche,  Master, 16 Rbe  des Colonies. 

Curacao:  Curacao  Chapter.  Theodore  Gaspard, 
Master 6 Sero  Loraweg. 
St  Niiolaas  Aruba.  Aruba  Chapter 320 Bernard 
St: X. Van'B. James, Master,  P.O. 'Box 254. 

NETHERLANDS  WEST  INDIES 

NICARAGUA 
Managua:  Managua Pronaos. Luis A. Bravo M., 
Master, Colomia Somoza, Grupo 6 .  &a 57. 

PANAMA 
Colbn. Coldn Pronaos. 
Master.  Box 1092. Cristof??iZGeorge Fergus' 
Panama,  Rosendo Atio. Julio S. Garcla,  Master, 
Panama:  Panama  Chapter,  'Logia  MFonica  de 
Apartado 6333. 

PERU 
Callao:  Callao  Pronaos.  Victor Yanez P.,  Master, 
Avd. Saenz Pena 818. 
110: 110 Pronaos.  August0  Hatakeda C., Master, 
Apartado 36 110 
Lima:* AMORC' Lodge of Lima  Zaragoza 483 
Pueblo  Libre.  Urbaniaacion San Bernardo. V.  V: 
Cortavama, Master. 

SCOTLAND 
Glasgow'  St.  Andrew  Chapter,  Central  Hall 
Bath St.' H. A. Robertson,  Master, 55 Drumb$ 
Crescent,  Clarkston. 

SOUTH  AFRICA 
Cape Town  Ca  e  Province. Good Hope Cha,pter, 
Oddfellows'Ha8, 86 Plein  'St. D. P. McMlllan, 
Durbai  Natal.  Durban  Pronaos. Mrs., S. C. 
Master  P.O.  Box 2080. 

Hager,   haster,  '6 Kensington  Gdns.,  Umbllo. 

Johannesburg  Transvaal.  Southern  Cross  Chap 
ter  Rand WAmen's Clu i   Je  pe & Joubert  St. 
G.  'C. Van Kerkhoff Mast'er 8.0. Box 2417. 
Pretoria,  Transvaali  PretorIa  Pronaos. Mrs. V. 
Hen-Boisen.  Master, 384 Malherbe  St.,  Capital 
Park. 

SWEDEN 
Rolmer,  Grand Master, Box 30. Skelderviken:' Grand Lodge of Sweden. Alb. 
Gothenbourg:  Gothenboura  Chapter. Olof Steij- 
ner,  Master  Redbergsv 13 B. 
Malmo: Hhopolis  Cdapter.  Gunnar  SjBgren. 
Master,  Uddeholmsgatan 29 F. 

Deput  Grand  Master, Erl!!sb$Tgsgat,an 20. 
Stockholm.  Achnaton Chit ter. A. Schumburg, 
Umsa~a:  UDosala Pronaos.  Marta  Nlsbeth. Mas- 
teir- Lutha  yesplanaden 36 A 
Veheras:  %esteras Pronaos:  Enoch  Forsberg, 
Master,  F6renmgsgatan 20. 

SWITZERLAND 
Berne:  Romand  de  Berne  Pronaos.  Elise  Robatel. 
Master  Effingerstrasse 36 
Geneva'. H S ncer  Lewis  Chapter.  Alfred  Rog- 
non, M;tst<r, t;eAve. Ernest-Hentsch. 
Lausanne"  Pax  Losanna  Lodge  Hermann S$.:l:,_hster, Coteau  Belmont i3, Clarens- 
Neuchatel:  Paracelsus Pronaos. Ernest Blumen- 
stein,  Master,  Rouges  Terres 4 -Hauterive. 
Rennweg 8. 
Zurich:  Zurich  Pronaos.  Alfred  Droz,  Master, 

TAHITI 
Papeete:  Lemuria  Pronaos. Yvan Chabana, Mas- 
ter,  Architecte. 

URUGUAY 
Montevideo.' Titurel  Lodge  Casilla  de  Correo 
2414 Zona 3.' Hugo  Antelo,  Mister, P.O. Box 2414. 

VENEZUELA 
Barquisimeto.'  Barquisimeto  Lodge, Ave. 20 No 
481. Pedro R.' Milan S., Master,  Apartado  Postai 
fi4 

- 
(*Initiations are performed.) 

Latin-American  Division 
Armando Font  De  La Jara F R C., Deputy  Grand  Master 

Califomla, U. S. A. 
Direct,  inquiries  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American  D  vislon,  Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose, 

v v v  

one of the Rosicrucian  lodges, chapters, or pronaoi in our vicini- 
ty? By reference to the Directory above, you will fing that lodge 
or  chapter which may be adjacent to you. There you will receive 
a true  fraternal  and Rosicrucian  welcome. You may  share in 
the many privileges of a lodge, chapter, or  pronaos if you are  an 
active Rosicrucian member. Call  or write  to the address  shown 
and  inquire about. regular Convocations, and also about  initiations 
and membership  advantages.  Such privileges are in addition to 
those  which  you  now  enjoy as a Sanctum  Member. 
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